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Chapter 1:
The Life Cycle of Trout
Descriptions of Each Trout Stage

(back to table of contents)
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A. Eyed Eggs
Definition:
Once the eggs have been fertilized they are called “green eggs”, one of the most
vulnerable stages in a trout’s life. As they begin developing, the trout eyes become
visible. They are still fragile at this stage, but are more durable than green eggs.
Note: This is the egg stage you will receive for your classroom.
Description:
Females select a location for their nest, called a “redd”. Streams that have areas with
gravel bottoms and a steady water flow are ideal. Using her tail, the female trout cleans a small area of gravel,
while at the same time creating a spot for the eggs. An adult brook trout (typical PA spawning brook trout
range between 5 – 8 inches in length with a 12 inch brook trout being a trophy) can lay anywhere from 500 1000 eggs depending on her size, health and the water quality. Once the “redd” has been prepared. A male
brook trout will swim up beside the female while she is laying the eggs and fertilize them as they sink to the
bottom of the “redd” that was created. Once the eggs are fertilized the female will use her tail and body to
gently cover the eggs with a thin layer of gravel for protection from predators and sunlight.
As the fertilized eggs develop, the steady flow of water provides oxygen to the eggs. Nutrition for the eggs
comes from the yolk within the egg. Temperatures must stay within the 35-degree Fahrenheit to 52-degree
Fahrenheit range. Typically, if everything has been just right, brook trout eggs will hatch anytime in early
Spring (late February to mid March). Hatch dates depend heavily on the stream temperatures. In nature 1-2%
(10 to 20) of the 500-1000 eggs will survive to spawning age depending on the health of the watershed, food
availability and stamina of the trout.
At this stage the eggs are fragile and handling should be at a minimum. Utilize the directions found on page to
safely transfer your eyed eggs into your aquarium.

(back to table of contents)
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B. Alevins (pronounced Al-a-vin)
(also known as “sac fry”)
Definition:
A newly hatched trout, still attached to and utilizing it’s yolk sac as a food source.
These yolk sacs serve as “mini-lunch bags” that the sac fry feed off of until they are
completely absorbed. After the yolk sac is absorbed during the “button up” stage,
trout begin searching for food as a “fry”.
Description:
When the eggs hatch, the alevins will stay nestled at bottom of the stream. They will remain there until they
fully consume their yolk sacs, which will take about a week.
Alevin are still fragile at this stage, so avoid handling them. Any egg cases with fungus or dead alevins should
be removed as soon as possible and their numbers recorded on your daily record sheet.

C. Fry
Definition:
Swim-up Fry: Trout who have fully consumed their yolk sacs. Once they
have consumed their yolk sac, the trout will immediately begin to search
for food.
I-----------1 inch or less -----------I
Fry/Parr: A hatched trout, previously a swim-up fry, that is less than one inch in length and has learned to
search for food and begin eating. At this stage, your trout will begin developing a series of dark vertical lines on
their sides called parr marks.
Description:
When the alevins become swim-up fry, they must be fed immediately (Note: For feeding instructions refer to
“Trout Care”). Some trout never learn to feed and will die. These non-feeding fish are called “pinheads” (big
heads, small bodies) and should be removed as they will not develop. It is very normal to see a mortality spike
with pinheads. After learning to feed, the fish are deemed “Fry.”

D. Fingerling
Definition: A young fish 1 to 3 inches in length.
Description: If you keep your aquarium clean and feed your fish the
appropriate amount, they will become healthy fingerlings by Spring!
I------------1-3 inches -----------------I

(back to table of contents)
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E. Adult Brook Trout
Definition:
Pennsylvania’s ONLY native trout and labeled as our state fish. Brook trout are members of the Char family
and can be identified by the following characteristics:








Body color = dark green.
Back is covered in olive-green wormlike markings.
Sides are a shade of light green, gray/lavender tone with irregular marks.
Sides have scattered red dots surrounded by blue halos.
Belly is usually pale yellow/orange with a black streak down the middle.
Pectoral, pelvic and anal fins are orange with a white edge and a black stripe.
At maturity (two –three years of age), wild brook trout range from five inches to 18 inches long,
depending on availability of food, shelter and water quality.
 Adult females, depending on their size, will lay 500 – 1,200 eggs, with only small percentages
(approximately 20%) surviving.
Brook trout live naturally in small, cold, healthy streams within Pennsylvania and throughout the northeastern
United States through the Great Lakes and south along the Appalachian Mountains to Georgia. Brook trout
spawn in the fall, from mid-September to early November. The female digs a shallow gravel nest on the stream
bottom called a “redd”. The redd is located where there is good water flow to bring oxygen to the eggs. After
spawning, the eggs receive an additional covering of gravel. Eggs develop over winter and hatch in early
spring.

Trout Life Cycle Stages
Eggs (eyed)
Hatching/Alevin
Yolk sac absorbed/ Fry
Fry to Fingerling
Fingerling
Release Date

Duration
5-15 days
2-3 days
1-2 weeks
3-4 weeks
4+ weeks
Anytime between April and May
(back to table of contents)
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The Life Cycle of Trout
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Wild Trout Life Cycle
From Nevada TIC Guide
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Hatchery Trout Life Cycle
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A Story From The
Shikellemus Indians

Once upon a time the Brook Trout did not have the colorful markings on their sides. When the great Manitou
went to visit the land of the Iroquois, He grew hungry while on his long journey.
One evening He stopped beside a pool surrounded by huge white pines and hemlocks that reached up to the sky.
When he saw that it was full of beautiful trout, all as black and shiny as the night sky, he reached in and caught
the largest fish. But when He looked closely at it He saw how beautiful and strong it was, and how graceful its
brothers swam through the pool. He decided that it was better to let the fish live even though it meant He had to
go hungry. (Have you ever given up something you wanted to help another?)
The trout swam away, but his sides became silvery where the Great Spirit had held it and it was covered with
many colored spots and halos as a mark of having been handled by the Manitou. The marks on the young parr
even show where the fingers of the Manitou held it.
Because of this the Brook Trout was sacred to the Indians of the Six Nations and they would not catch or eat the
Brook Trout.
Linocut by Alice Wand
(back to table of contents)
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Chapter 2:
Trout Habitat and Needs

(back to table of contents)
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Trout Habitat Needs
Trout need a healthy habitat to survive, which includes: Cold, clean, oxygenated water, food
and shelter.
COLD WATER = temperature ~ 50°F
Why? Trout need coldwater stream ecosystems that provide cold water (48 to 52 degrees Fahrenheit).
Coldwater streams are a result of snow melt, rainfall, springs/groundwater and/or cold feeder
streams. Vegetation along the stream bank provides shade, protection and assists in maintaining
cool water temperatures.
CLEAN WATER = no chlorination, no sedimentation, pH = 7, low levels of ammonia (less than 5
mg/liter) and nitrites
Why? A healthy coldwater stream ecosystem is cleaned by bacteria, scavengers and aquatic plants. It also
provides ample amounts of water exchanges through rain, snowmelt and ground water. In addition,
a natural stream’s carrying capacity for trout is not usually an issue because of flowing water and
diverse holding areas for trout.
Note:
An aquarium is a closed system, with no natural water exchanges and limited space for your
trout population; as a result, ammonia, pH, nitrite/nitrate levels and carrying capacity can impact
the health of your trout; therefore, your aquarium water needs routinely monitored and changed.
Keep a watchful eye on your aquarium trout population. In a 55 gallon aquarium the number of
healthy trout that can be sustained is approximately 80-100 based on your trout size, water quality
and how often you are changing your water. If you have more than 120 trout in your aquarium,
you may want to schedule an early release.
Excess food will increase ammonia levels in your aquarium. Make sure people assisting you,
students, or other helpers do not feed your trout too much.
OXYENATED WATER: High level of dissolved oxygen (DO) (above 7 ppm)
Why? A healthy coldwater stream ecosystem is full of dissolved oxygen; (1) there is constant water flow
over boulders, stones, wood debris (riffles, runs and pools), and (2) the water is cold – cold water
holds more oxygen. Using your airstone and keeping the water at 51 – 54 degrees Fahrenheit will
help maintain proper DO levels.
FOOD: Trout feed upon varieties of the following: macro-invertebrates, crustaceans, terrestrial insect
life & other fish (sometimes there own young)
Why? Healthy trout habitats are diverse in their food sources enabling trout to be opportunistic.
SHELTER: gravel, boulders/woody debris, shallow pools, streambank vegetation
Why? Trout need different types of shelter depending on the life cycle stage. The more shelter available
and the more diverse it is, the greater potential of a healthy population of trout. Clean gravel and
shallow pools/riffles provide nesting opportunities for spawning trout and nurseries for young
trout. Boulders, woody debris and stream bank vegetation provide areas for trout food sources as
well as a refuge for adult trout.
(back to table of contents)
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Chapter 3:
Aquarium & Natural
Habitat
Making the “Connection”
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Making the “Connection”

Emily Gates

This diagram illustrates how your classroom “cold-water ecosystem” creates flow patterns similar to a natural
stream setting for your trout.

Riffle: A segment of stream where the water is shallow, less than 3 feet in depth, fast moving and rocky.
The water here is more turbulent and helps add oxygen to the water. Riffles also contain an abundance
of food ranging from algae to aquatic insects.

Run: Typically follows a riffle. Runs are a long, smooth flowing, fast segment of water. They are
usually deeper than a riffle, ranging from 3 to 6 feet in depth, and have no white water.

Pool: A segment of water that is deep, slow moving and usually dark. Pools provide cover for adult
trout both from their prey and predators. During a drought pools are usually the only part of a stream
that still has water.
(back to table of contents)
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Aquarium & Natural Habitat
Making the “Connection” continued…
Cold Water
Aquarium

Natural Habitat

The chiller maintains optimum water temperature
for your trout.

Shade trees, snowmelt and underground water sources
(springs) help keep the streams cool.

Oxygenated Water
Aquarium
The air pump and air stone adds oxygen to your
water. The power head and the filter output add
necessary circulation to your aquarium.

Natural Habitat
Streams gather oxygen as they tumble over rocks and
waterfalls. Aquatic plants also assist in the production
of oxygen levels. Cold water also helps hold more
oxygen.

Whisper 20 Aquarium Air pump
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Aquarium & Natural Habitat
Making the “Connection” continued…
Clean Water
Aquarium

Natural Habitat

The 405 Fluval Canister filter and a thin layer of
gravel encourage the growth of microorganisms
which turn harmful ammonia into somewhat harmless
nitrates. The powerhead encourages good water
circulation throughout your aquarium. (Note: For a
description of the nitrogen cycle, refer to the
“Nitrogen Cycle”) Water used in your aquarium
needs to be de-chlorinated.

Clean water is stored and gradually released by a
healthy watershed system. Also, bacteria and
scavengers that eat decaying matter clean the water
and plants absorb nitrates. Wetlands are some of
nature’s best filters.

Wetland
(PFBC publication photo)

405 Fluval Canister Filter
(back to table of contents)
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Aquarium & Natural Habitat
Making the “Connection” Continued…
Shelter
Aquarium

Natural Habitat

The net breeder and freshwater substrate
river jewels protect the trout eggs and alevin
during development.

The adult female brook trout will create a nest called a
“redd” in the gravel to lay her eggs. The eggs are
protected from light and have enough cold water, flow and
oxygen to begin developing.

Net breeder

Aquarium

Brook trout redd

Limited Light for Egg Development
Natural Habitat

The aquarium is positioned away from direct
Eggs are protected from sunlight in the nest/redd created
sunlight and enclosed in Styrofoam or a similar by the female brook trout.
material.

(back to table of contents)
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Equipment List
Local Businesses or That Fish Place, That Pet Place
CATEGORY

PRODUCT

WATER QUALITY TESTING and CLEANUP
Freshwater Master Test Kit
16 oz. Stress Zyme
Siphon Kleen X-large
Turkey baster (for water quality testing & egg removal)
5 gallon buckets (for water changes)
16 oz. Tap Water Conditioner (optional)
TEMPERATURE
Battery Operated Digital Thermometer
Floating Thermometer
WATER FILTRATION and CIRCULATION
405 Fluval Canister Filter
Filter max pre filter
Foam pre filter
Aqua Clear 20 Power Head-Old 201
OXYGEN
Whisper 20 Aquarium Air Pump
Airline tubing-25 feet
Check Valve-1 pack
Sandstone Airstone 12” x ¾ ”x ¾ ”
TROUT HABITAT and FEEDING
55 gallon, glass aquarium (48 ¼” x 12 ¾” x 21”)
Lid for 55 gallon aquarium (Plexi glass, glass,
plastic,etc.)
Net Breeder
Freshwater Substrate Jewels-5 lb.
Automatic Fish Feeder
Net-4 in.
Foam Board (for aquarium insulation)
GENERAL
Power strip
VELCRO fasteners of tape (for adhering foam to
aquarium)
Towels/Rags/Shammy (for water spills)

QUANTITY
1
2
1
1
4
1

24.00
20.00
15.00
0-12.00
0-35.00
6.00

1
1

8.00
2.50

1
1
1
1

200.00
13.00
8.00
24.00

1
1
1
1

10.00
3.00
3.00
3.50

1

0-200.00

1

0-25.00

1
3
1
1
*see below

8.00
12.00
40.00
2.00
0-12.00

1
1 pack/roll

0-30.00

2

0-10.00

TOTAL
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TOTAL PRICE
($ approximation)

0-4.00

$402-$742.00
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Equipment List
continued…
TRADEWIND CHILLERS
CATEGORY

PRODUCT

UNIT #

QUANTITY

DI-25 (1/4 HP)

1

PRICE

TEMPERATURE
Tradewinds Drop-in Chiller

505.00

50.00

SHIPPING and HANDLING
TOTAL

555.00

GRAND TOTAL

$957-$1297.00

YEARLY REPLACEMENT PRODUCTS
PRODUCT

QUANTITY

Freshwater Master Test Kit
Chemi-Pure Aquarium Filter Media 5 oz.
16 oz. Stress Zyme
Fluval BioMax Media-17.63 oz.
Foam Block for Fluval 404 and 405-2 pack
Sandstone Airstone 12” x ¾ ”x ¾ ”
Check Valve-1 pack
16 oz. Tap Water Conditioner (if needed)

PRICE

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

TOTAL

24.00
5.00
20.00
12.00
6.00
3.50
3.00
6.00

80.00

*Foam Board Dimensions:
 2 pieces 48 ¼” x 21” (1,013 ¼ square inches)
 2 pieces 12 ¾” x 21” (267 ¾ square inches)
 1 piece 12 ¾” x 48 ¼” (615 ¼ square inches)

The TIC Staff orders the majority of its equipment from That Fish Place, That Pet Place; however, we
recommend that you investigate local prices. Tradewind Chillers have a 2 year warranty!
That Fish Place, That Pet Place
Website: http://www.thatpetplace.com/
Contact: Stephanie Welsh
Phone: 717-299-5691 ext. 1288
Email: Stephanie.welsh@thatpetplace.com
Direct Fax: 717-381-2266 (Local Fax: 800-786-3829)
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Website: http://www.tradewindchillers.com/
Contact: Hal Collier
Phone: 760-233-8888
Email: twchillers@sbcglobal.net
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Equipment Used

A. General
1. Aquarium (55 gallon)
2. Aquarium Hood
3. Aquarium stand/counter space
4. Insulation (Styrofoam, cardboard, foam board etc.)
5. Power Strip

E. Oxygen
1. Whisper 10 Aquarium Air Pump
2. Sandstone (Blue) 12”Airstone
3. Airline tubing
4. Check Valve –1 pack

B. Water Quality
1. Freshwater Master Test Kit
2. Stress Zyme 16 oz.
3. Tap Water Conditioner 16 oz.

F. Egg and Fingerling Care
1. Net Breeder
2. Freshwater Substrate River Jewels 5 lbs.
3. Automatic Fish Feeder

C. Temperature
1. Tradewinds Chiller –Drop-In
2. Battery Operated Digital Thermometer
3. Floating Thermometer

G. Aquarium Maintenance
1. (2) 3-5 gallon buckets (for water changes)
2. Turkey baster or pipets (remove dead eggs)
3. Towels (for cleaning up water spills)
4. 4” Net
5. Siphon Kleen X-large

D. Filtration
1. 405 Fluval Canister Filter
2. Hydro Sponge Filter
3. Airline tubing
4. Aqua Clear 20 Power Head –Old 201
5. Chemi-Pure Filter Media 5 oz.

(back to table of contents)
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Aquarium Diagram

(back to table of contents)
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Step-by-Step Aquarium Set Up
1. Unpack all materials and compare to shipping list. Ensure that nothing is missing or broken. Check
plastic pieces for cracks, particularly the filter components.
2. Locate a suitable place in the classroom for the aquarium setup. Place aquarium in a location away from
heat, excessive light, and activity. If next to a window, make sure that the window shade is down until
the fry are swimming around, or that there is some protection around the aquarium. Do not put the tank
next to an active radiator.
3. Position the tank on foam board (cut to fit the bottom of the tank with about ½”overhang on all sides).
4. Because a filled tank will be top heavy, place it away from areas where students might accidentally
bump into it. Make sure the aquarium is placed on a stable surface capable of supporting the aquarium.
A 55 gallon aquarium with gravel and water will weigh approximately 500 lbs.
5. Clean out any dirt inside the aquarium with a wet paper towel. Do not use soap or any cleaning
chemicals--the residue from these compounds can persist in the aquarium and harm your trout.
6. Locate the electrical outlet and plug in the power strip. This should be close
enough to the tank that all electric devices can reach. Ideally, this should be
right behind or underneath the aquarium. Turn the power strip off.
Note: Make sure you place a note above the outlet stating “DO NOT UNPLUG”.

7. Rinse your gravel two or three times to remove all dust. Then place a layer
gravel that just covers the bottom of the aquarium. You can cover just part
of the bottom, if you prefer to keep the gravel away from the pump and
airstone.

of

Gravel is an important part of your aquarium system because it encourages
the growth of good bacteria that will assist in the nitrogen cycle of your
system.
Placing gravel
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Step-by-Step Aquarium Set Up
continued…

Unpacking the filter

Attaching filter outflow

Attaching filter intake

8. Unpack and assemble the filter according to the included directions. Place your canister filter next to or
underneath the aquarium. Make sure that the filter intake tube is as close to the aquarium bottom as
possible. Place the filter power cord near the power strip.
9. Place the filter outflow at the opposite end of the aquarium and near the surface. The proper placement
of the outflow will encourage flow at the surface of the aquarium.
10. Prepare the power head following directions on the box. Place the
powerhead ¾ of the way down the side of the aquarium.
11. Place the filter max pre filter onto the filter intake. Then place the filter
intake ¾ way down the side of the aquarium.
12. Create good water circulation throughout your aquarium by:
a. Placing the filter output at one end of the aquarium, toward the top
Powerhead
rim and the power head at the opposite end, midway down the aquarium side. They will work
together to create circulation on the surface of your aquarium and near the bottom.
b. Place the filter intake toward the bottom of the aquarium this will ensure that the toxic water from
the bottom of the aquarium where the heavy ammonia tends to accumulate is taken out.
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Step-by-Step Aquarium Set Up
continued…

Airstone, airpump and tubing

Connecting airpump to airtubing

Connecting airtube to airstone

13. Unpack the airstone, air pump, and tubing. Attach one end of the airstone tube to the airstone, and the
other to the air pump. You can place the air pump near the aquarium or above the aquarium about 6-12
inches.
• Place the airstone in the tank, away from the filter intake tube,
preferably in the center/back of the aquarium.
• Use a check valve to prevent backflow of water in the airstone
tube. To do this, make a cut in the air tubing and use the check
valve to connect the two pieces back together. Air should push
the flap and compress the spring inside the valve. Then insert
the airline tubing into the airstone.
• Before turning on your airstone, submerge it for at least 1 hour.
This allows it to work appropriately, providing
dissolved oxygen for your trout.

Placement of the airstone
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Step-by-Step Aquarium Set Up
continued…

Drop-in chiller

14. Set up your chiller and prep your chiller according to the directions.
15. Place your chiller at the opposite end of your aquarium from the filter intake and power head.
16. You may set up your chiller when you set up the rest of the aquarium 30 days before your eggs arrive.
Turn it on to ensure it works properly and that it effectively cools the water. Once you have checked to
make sure it works, turn it off until 1 week prior to egg arrival.
17. Turn your chiller on 1 week before the eggs arrive and set to 65 degrees. Decrease your chiller
temperature to 50 –52 degrees at least 2 days prior to egg arrival.
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Step-by-Step Aquarium Set Up
continued…

Placing netting over hatching basket

Tying off the screen for hatching basket

18. Assemble the hatching basket by stretching the net over the outside of the plastic frame. Hang the
basket on the aquarium wall by bending the metal clips. If you use a vibert box instead, it will be placed
on the floor of your aquarium. Directions for making your own hatching basket are available on pages
74 and 75.
19. Fill the aquarium about ¾ full with tap water using any clean container or tubing. Clean buckets are best
used for this purpose. Using a hose from the sink is not recommended unless you can ensure it is
properly attached. Otherwise, use clean buckets to move the water from the tap to your aquarium.
Chlorinated tap water can be used for the initial setup, as there will be no fish put into the aquarium for a
few weeks.
20. Check to make sure all of the equipment is working appropriately. Then, finish filling the aquarium, but
leave at least 2 inches to spare at the top. Later, when changing water in the aquarium, it must be “aged”
to allow the chlorine to dissipate unless you are using well water. Chlorine will naturally dissipate
within 48 hours. If tap water must be used in an emergency, chlorine conditioner should be added as
directed (chlorine conditioner can be purchased at any pet store).
21. Prime the 405 Fluval Canister filter by pumping the silver key on top (marked “start”). Keep pumping
the water through until you have filled all of the chambers, and have expelled all air. You’ll start to see
water come out of the filter spout. When turned on, the filter will make a “chugging” noise if not
properly filled. Unplug immediately and continue to prime until the water has circulated through.
22. Plug in all electric cords using the power strip, but keep the power off. Once everything is plugged in,
stand back from the tank to double check all connections and ensure that everything is ready for
operation. The output tube should be secure; a student can hold this tube in place. Have some paper
towels on hand in the event of a leak.
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Step-by-Step Aquarium Set Up
continued…
23. Turn on the power strip and check for any leaks in your equipment.
a. The bubbler should be creating a large volume of small bubbles.
b. Place your hand in front of the power head to make sure there is water flow coming out of it.
c. Make sure there is a good flow coming out of the filter output.
d. Make your filter intake is taking in water by placing your hand in front of it.
e. Double check your thermometers to make sure they are close in temperature.
24. Don’t forget to make sure your chiller is working, and then unplug it. Set your chiller to 65 degrees and
run for about 1 week before eggs arrive. Turn your chiller down to 50 –52 degrees two days before eggs
arrive.

(back to table of contents)
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Nitrogen Cycle
How it works in your aquarium
Every new aquarium set-up goes through a process of establishing beneficial bacterial colonies called the
“Biological Cycle”. This process is known as the nitrogen cycle, but is also called nitrification or aquarium
cycling. Your aquarium is a closed environment, all waste excreted from your trout and uneaten food
accumulates in your aquarium. The nitrogen cycle converts these wastes to safe by-products. Fluctuations you
will see in your aquarium water quality are the result of this cycle.

Definition:
The biological process that converts ammonia and nitrite (toxic to fish) into other, relatively harmless
nitrogen compounds (nitrates).

Nitrogen cycle stages, what to expect:
** note: you should add StressZyme once week throughout the school year to ensure that good bacteria colonies
continue to stay present in your mini “coldwater ecosystem”. MAKE SURE YOUR FILTER IS OFF BEFORE
YOU ADD STRESSZYME and LEAVE IT OFF FOR AT LEAST TWO HOURS. THEN MAKE SURE YOU
PLUG THE FILTER BACK IN!
For the following stages, please refer to page 36 for visual reference of each stage in a diagram form.
Stage 1:
What is happening: Ammonia levels will begin to increase and will continue to increase for about 2
weeks until the second stage of the cycle begins.
** You may not see this stage begin until after your trout hatch into the alevin (sac fry stage)**
Explanation: The cycle begins when you add fish to the aquarium. All uneaten, decayed food and
waste generated by the fish breaks down to form ionized or unionized ammonia. The Freshwater Master
Test Kit's ammonia test gives a combined reading of Ammonium (NH4) and Ammonia (NH3).
Stage 2:
What is happening: Nitrite levels will begin to increase and will continue to increase for about 2 weeks
until aerobic bacteria called "nitrosomonas" grow to sufficient quantities in the filter to convert ammonia
to toxic nitrite.
Explanation: Aerobic bacteria called "nitrosomonas" grow to sufficient quantities in the filter to
convert the ammonia to toxic nitrite. (Nitrite destroys the hemoglobin in the fish's blood and eventually
prevents the blood from carrying oxygen). As this happens, the ammonia levels will quickly begin to
drop as the nitrite levels slowly increase.
If current water quality testing indicates high nitrites, the nitrobacters are still establishing themselves in
your filter media, gravel and hydro-sponge.
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Stage 3:
What is happening: Nitrobacters quickly decrease your Nitrite levels and convert them to less toxic
nitrates. Nitrite levels will decrease and nitrate levels will begin to increase.
Explanation: Once your aquarium has reached this point (about 5-6 week's total), it is said to have
"cycled". Now, if you perform partial (5 gallons) water changes, as needed, to keep a moderately low
nitrate level you should have no problems maintaining the biological filter.

(back to table of contents)
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Nitrogen Cycle
How it works in your aquarium
What NOT to do during the nitrogen cycle:
** Make sure you are adding StressZyme at least once a week according to the directions**
•

Do not change your aquarium water too often. Changing your aquarium water too often will
delay your aquarium cycling process.

•

Only change your water if you have extreme ammonia or nitrite spikes.

•

Don't change the filter media – the beneficial bacteria are growing there. Don't disturb them until
they have become well established.

•

Don't overfeed the fish – when in doubt underfeed your fish.

•

Remember that anything going into the aquarium will produce wastes one way or another.

If your nitrite and nitrate levels are good, continue to observe the trout and record any abnormalities
(e.g. consistent swimming on their sides, swimming in circles, not eating for several days).
*Daily water quality testing, not overfeeding your fish and conducting water changes, depending on your
water quality parameter results, will keep your aquarium healthy!

(back to table of contents)
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Nitrogen Cycle
Filter components that aid in the nitrogen cycle

405 Fluval Canister Filter
BioMax:
Ceramic rings that
have a complex
pore system where
beneficial bacteria
can thrive. It
helps reduce
ammonia and

Foam Insert:

nitrite. Also, the
rings allow for ideal
water movement, which
ensures optimal contact
time for biological
filtration.

Inserts that capture
large particles for
effective mechanical
filtration. It helps
reduce ammonia and
nitrites by providing a
large surface area

Fluval Carbon:

for bacteria growth.

A premium, low-ash carbon that
improves water clarity and color,
while also removing odors. It
provides a great amount of surface
area for absorption of impurities.
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Nitrogen Cycle
Diagram

Diagram found at: Puffer Net. N.p., n.d. Web. 23 June 2010.
<http://puffernet.tripod.com/nitrogencycle.html>.

Diagram found at: Narten, Thomas. Biginning Fishkeeping. N.p., n.d. Web. 23 June 2010.
http://faq.thekrib.com/begin-cycling.html#cycle
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TIC End of Year Clean Up
At the end of the TIC season, it is important to clean your aquarium set-up in order to ensure another successful
year. If you take a few minutes to make sure everything is clean, your equipment will have a much longer life.
Here are a few pointers for cleaning various components of your aquarium set-up:
Aquarium
1. Turn off electrical pumps, chillers, filters, etc. Empty the aquarium almost all the way, by your usual
method--many people like to use the Siphon Kleen to do this work. Then, remove the gravel, wood, and
plants.
2. Finish emptying the aquarium and disconnect the tubing.
3. Using a solution of 1 part Chlorine bleach (Clorox – unscented ) and 10 parts water, wipe down the
interior and exterior of the aquarium. You can also use a 1 part white vinegar to 5 part water solution. A
soft sponge (dedicated to this use only) can be used to scrub hard to remove scale and algae growth. For
stubborn scale/algae, you can scrape them off carefully with a straight edged safety razor.
4. You can use the same solution from above for cleaning out the tubing (clean tubes using long brushes
purchased at any pet shop).
5. Rinse the aquarium to remove any chlorine/vinegar and wipe dry with clean cloth, or let air-dry.
6. Wash and dry the gravel and wood by laying out on a cloth or towel in the sun or a ventilated area. The
gravel can also be sterilized with the Clorox/vinegar solution, but MUST be rinsed and completely
dried. DO NOT use either solution on the wood.
7. Put the gravel and wood inside the aquarium and store it in a safe place. Cover the top with any dustproof covering.
Chiller: Drop-in chiller
1. Using a bleach or vinegar solution and a dedicated sponge, you can wipe off the stainless steel Freon
tubing.
2. For hard-to-remove plaque, a small PLASTIC scrub brush can be used. NEVER USE A WIRE BRUSH
ON THESE TUBES.
3. Remove dust and lint from the fins of the coolant tubing (those black thin slats on the side of the chiller).
This can be accomplished using a small vacuum cleaner, dusting cloth or soft bristle plastic dust brush.
Your chiller will run more efficiently if you clean the lint and dust from this side of it.
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TIC End of Year Clean UP
Continued
405 Fluval Canister Filter
1. Take apart your filter and scrub out the plastic parts with your 1:10 bleach solution or 1:5 vinegar
solution.
2. Thoroughly rinse out all filter media (filter sponges, charcoal, pre-filter, etc.) with regular water, and dry
them in the sun or a well ventilated area. Scrub the ceramic cylinders until free of all debris. For most
filters, it is suggested that you buy new filter cartridges for the following year. You can also use this
year’s filters that you rinsed out.
3. Thoroughly air-dry entire filter apparatus.
4. When all components are dry, re-assemble the filter and store inside the aquarium.
Equipment to replace yearly
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Freshwater master test kit
Stress Zyme 16oz.
Chemi-pure filter media 5oz.
Foam blocks for fluval filter
Ceramic rings
Sandstone (blue) 12” airstone
Foam pre-filter
Filtermax pre-filter
Tubing
Check valve – 1pk

(back to table of contents)
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Chapter 4:
Trout Care
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Trout Care
Egg preparation & placement
Trout need clean, cold water with plenty of oxygen. If you provide these conditions and keep the aquarium
clean, you should have a successful experience.
Set up your aquarium at least 3 weeks before receiving your eggs. Setting up your aquarium in advance will
ensure that you have a colony of good bacteria that will assist with the nitrogen cycle. Once you have properly
set up your aquarium, add Stress Zyme as directed along with some fish food, purchased from your local pet
store. This will aid in building the bio-filter. If you used tapwater to initially fill your aquarium, wait 24 hours
before adding Stress Zyme.
One week before the eggs arrive, turn your chiller on to 65 degrees. Two to three days before you receive your
eggs, begin decreasing the temperature in your aquarium to 50-52 degrees Farenheit.
Eggs to Aquarium Instructions:
Placing the eggs – You will receive eyed eggs – ready to hatch in a week. Eggs will be delivered to you by mail
at the address you provided on your TIC “yearly registration” form. Eggs and food are provided by the
Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission.
*Remember, anyone transferring the eggs must have hands free of oils and lotions and cleaned with just
water.*
After you have received your eggs:
1. First temper your eggs (gradually bring the eggs up to or down to the temperature of your aquarium,
over a 1-hour time period).
** If you place your eggs into the aquarium too quickly you may shock them, ultimately losing them,
or you may cause deformities (i.e. curved or crooked backs)**
To accomplish this:
a.
Remove any oils, creams or contaminants from your hands by rinsing them thoroughly
under water. DO NOT USE soap.
b.
Then, carefully remove the egg bag from the packaging, before placing it into your
aquarium water.
c.
Allow the egg bag to acclimate in your aquarium water for at least 1 hour.
d.
After one hour carefully take the tape and rubber band off of the egg bag and then begin
to separate the “dead eggs” (white in color) from the “live eggs” (orange in color with
eyes).
(back to table of contents)
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Trout Care
Egg preparation & placement continued…
2. Placing your eggs:
a) Before placing the eggs in your net breeder, you need to separate the dead eggs from the live
eggs. You will need an eye dropper/pipette and two clean containers (i.e. beakers, plastic
cups, etc.). Carefully separate your eggs into a “live egg” container and “dead egg” container.
This allows you to determine the total number of eggs you received, the number of viable
eggs, and the number of dead eggs. Separating the eggs before placement will keep your tank
clean.

Left beaker contains viable eggs, right cup contains dead eggs.

b) After separating the eggs, gently place your live eggs in a single layer in the net breeder.
Remember that placing your eggs at the front of the aquarium allows your students to easily
observe the trout eggs as they develop and hatch.
• You may also create your own “redd” at the bottom of your aquarium by
making a small dome in your gravel and placing a few eggs in it. This
will allow your students to compare egg development in the “redd” to egg
development in the basket.

Carefully placing viable eggs into hatching basket.

3. Lastly, return the box along with the ice pack used to ship the eggs using the UPS label provided to you.
The boxes and ice packs will be re-used for egg shipping next year.
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Trout Care
Basic Daily Care
Providing darkness – Eggs can be harmed by light, especially fluorescent light. In fact, they can only take
about 15 minutes or so of natural light without damage. We recommend keeping light exposure to less than
fifteen minutes. The insulation you have placed around the aquarium will block out light during the eyed egg
stage.
Once your trout have hatched into sac fry, you may begin remove the front sheet of insulation. Your trout are
no longer sensitive to light..
Daily Check List:
 Keep an eye on aquarium temperatures; an increase in temperature might indicate a chiller problem;
 Check equipment and make sure everything is working properly;
 Once your trout have hatched and are free-swimming feed them according to the feeding instructions
provided in this guide - no more;
 Check and remove any dead fish or debris from the aquarium
 Test the water parameters (temperature, ammonia, pH, nitrites, nitrates and dissolved oxygen) and
record all data in a logbook;
 Note all trout behavior in your “trout journal”;
 Note the number of dead eggs/trout taken out;
 Water changes – conduct depending upon your water quality parameters;
 Food Storage – dry cool place. Some people keep it in the refrigerator and away from anyone who might
be interested in feeding.
Weekly Check List
 Remove and clean filters once every two – three weeks. Note: only clean one of the filters during your
two-three week rotation. Use aged water, 48 hours.
 Check all hose connections and tighten if any are loose, check for leaks.
 Ensure chiller and filters are working properly.
 Water changes – conduct depending upon your water quality parameters;

(back to table of contents)
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Trout Care
Hatching
Mortality

In nature a female brook trout, depending on size (typical PA spawning brook trout range
between 5 – 8 inches in length with a 12 inch brook trout being a trophy) will lay approximately
500-1,000 eggs. Out of these eggs, only about 1 – 2% (10 to 20 trout) will survive to spawning
age depending on the health of the watershed, food availability, and stamina of the trout.
(In general, a brook trout 5-8 inches long could be anywhere from 2-5years old. The age of a
brook trout depends on several variables including type of stream, health and available food
sources.)
Trout mortality is a natural cycle within all watersheds, including your “mini-coldwater
ecosystem”. When you receive 200-300 eggs, ultimately you will end up with an ending number
of 25-75 to release. The release number is dependent upon your water quality, temperature,
cleaning and health of your trout.

Remove

Please do not be alarmed when you are picking out dead trout. TIC focuses on cold water
education and brook trout natural heritage, not on the number of trout you release at the end of
the year.
Some of your eggs will die, even in good conditions. Expect to release approximately 25 – 75
trout from your 300 eggs at the end of the year.

dead eggs

Hatching

Alevin

The fungus that forms on dead eggs can harm healthy eggs; therefore, careful removal of these
dead eggs must occur immediately. Live or viable eggs will appear pink to orange. Dead eggs
will appear white or milky in color. Check the aquarium regularly, at least twice everyday and
use the eye dropper/pipette to remove dead eggs.
The embryo produces an enzyme which dissolves the egg shell. You may notice a white foam on
the surface of the water during hatching time. This is normal and will not harm the trout.
Just after hatching, eggshells must be removed to prevent fungus. When the egg hatch expect a
spike in ammonia levels. This makes a water change absolutely necessary. At this time you
should change approximately 25% or more. Make sure the water is not drastically different in
temperature and make sure it has set long enough to get rid of any chlorine.
Little care is required at this stage. Check for dead fish and remove them immediately. The tiny
alevin will remain in the gravel and avoid light. Keep the incubator in darkness and change a
bucket of water a day. Do not feed the alevin until they come to the surface searching for food.

As soon as you see them swimming to the surface, begin feeding with a very small pinch of size
0 food, making sure no food is left. Remember extra food = extra waste and potential ammonia
spikes.
Note: When you notice some of your trout beginning to swim about in the breeder basket you may want to lower
the basket in the aquarium to allow them to “swim-up” out of the basket.
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Trout Care
Cleaning and water changes
With the trout in place, keeping the aquarium system clean and bacterial colonies healthy are the two most
important jobs. That means you will need to conduct water changes when needed, using aged tap water (at least
48 hours) or well water.
When to conduct water changes:
Water changes should be conducted based on your aquarium water quality parameters. Monitoring your water
quality daily is the key to a healthy coldwater ecosystem in your classroom aquarium.
Many teachers panic when they experience a nitrite and/or ammonia spike; however, if you panic and conduct
large water changes before trying to boost your “good bacteria” colonies, your aquarium may never cycle.
Take care not to conduct too many water changes. Too many water changes can result in your aquarium not
cycling (see Chapter 5: Nitrogen Cycle). If your aquarium does not cycle through you may have a trout die off
later in the year.

1. A spike in nitrite levels:
a. DO NOT PANIC. Take at look at chapter 5, your aquarium may be experiencing a stage in the
nitrogen cycle. You may just need to add StressZyme.
b. Before adding StressZyme you need to unplug your filter. Add StressZyme and allow it to settle for
at least 2 hours. Plug your filter back in.
2. A spike in ammonia levels:
a. Conduct a 5-10 gallon water change.
b. Unplug your filter.
c. Add StressZyme and allow it to settle for at least 2 hours.
d. Plug your filter back in.
To keep your aquarium water healthy for trout you need to:
1. MONITOR all parameters (pH, ammonia, nitrites, nitrates) daily or every other day;
2. REMOVE dead fish. One dead fish body, if left too long, can spread the disease to the other fish
causing damage to the whole population;
3. REMEMBER NOT to overfeed your trout;
4. REMOVE excess food from the bottom of the aquarium using a turkey baster. Using a turkey baster,
does not remove too much water and you can target specific locations where food concentrates
5. REMOVE dead fish using your turkey baster, when they are small, or using your siphon cleaner when
they are 1” or more.
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Trout Care
Cleaning and water changes continued
How to conduct water changes:
** Water changes do not need to be conducted until after the trout have hatched from their eggs. Even then,
water changes should only be conducted if there is a high ammonia spike or if you fear there are other
contaminates in the water.**
**Most water changes are done after the fish have been eating and producing larger quantities of
ammonia. We generally see water changes being necessary about 2-3 weeks after you begin feeding them.
1. Water changes should be done with fresh, clean water with no chlorination;
2. You should have at least two 5 gallon buckets of aged, dechlorinated water ready at ALL times;
a. “Aging” your water in 5 gallon buckets for at least two days will allow the chlorine to dissipate
(well water may not need to be aged).
b. In addition to “aging” your tap water, you may use a dechlorination agent. This item can be
purchased at a local pet store.
3. Clean the sides of the aquarium using a sponge (NO SOAP);
4. Prime and use the Siphon Kleen according the manufacturer’s instructions;
a. When using the Siphon Kleen: make sure you move it up and down when cleaning gravel. This
helps clean the gravel while it tumbles and allows you to clean more gravel in a shorter period of
time.
5. Make sure you have a 5 gallon plastic bucket to catch the waste water. This prevents the loss of any
trout while cleaning the aquarium. If a trout gets sucked into the bucket you can always net him out;
a. Make sure you clean the areas where you notice most of the excess food collecting first, then
move on to other sections of the aquarium;
b. Work quickly as this process can stress trout;
6. As you clean the aquarium using the gravel cleaner, you will be removing about 5 gallons of water.
When you have finished cleaning the gravel, add new water to the level it was before cleaning.
a. If you change more than 13 gallons make sure the new water is the same temperature as the
water in your aquarium.
b. Plan ahead, if you plan on conducting a large water change, refrigerate or store your
dechlorinated water outside before adding it to the aquarium;
c. Add the water slowly, trying not to create a disturbance;
7. After hatching, the trout produce more waste (especially if you’re feeding). You may need to change the
water depending on the nitrite, nitrate and ammonia readings.
(back to table of contents)
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Trout Care
Feeding guidelines
Below is a chart showing you the approximate date and amount of food you should be feeding daily. By
following these guidelines you should not run out of food. TIC staff developed these feeding guidelines
based on their experience with the trout in the office (TIO) program. The TIC staff use the same
equipment, food provided, and guidelines as TIC classrooms do. Using two aquariums, during the 20092010 school year, they raised 367 trout ranging in size from 2 to 4inches with the majority of them
measuring in at 2 inches long.
REMEMBER: The TIC program is not about who can grow the largest trout or the most trout. TIC brook trout
will typically measure between 2 1/2 – 4 inches in length on release day.

PA TIC BROOK TROUT FEEDING GUIDELINES
Trout size
Out of
hatch box
1/2- 1”
1 ½”-3”

Approx. date
Late November
Early January
Mid January to late January
Early February to mid March
Mid March to late May

Size food
0
0
1
1
2

Teaspoons/feeding Times/day
1/16
twice
1/4
twice
1/4
twice
1/2
twice
1
twice

Total tsp/day
1/8 tsp
1/2 tsp
1/2tsp
1 tsp
2 tsp

SUGGESTIONS FOR FEEDING:
When your trout begin to “swim-up” from the gravel or the bottom of the breeder basket, the fry are ready to be
fed. Do not feed them when they are eggs or sac fry (fry that still have yolk sac as source of food).
Remember: The swim-up stage is when the trout have completely absorbed their yolk sac and begin searching
for food. This typically happens approximately 28 days after they have hatched from the egg; however, this
time frame also depends on how warm or cold your aquarium temperature is. The cooler the water, the slower
the hatch rate will be; however, your water temperature should not rise above 52 degrees F.
Trout should be given small amounts of food per day. The trout will seem “hungry” all the time; remember,
they are opportunistic feeders and their instinct is to eat as often as possible.
The chart above lists the amount of food in teaspoons per day that you should be feeding your trout. When you
switch food sizes, mix 50% of the smaller size with 50% of the larger size, in your measuring tool at feeding
time. This will allow smaller trout to continue to feed while your larger trout will feed on larger size.
OVERFEEDING:
What happens if I overfeed?
1. Ammonia and/or nitrite spikes

2. Trout mortality

3. Run out of food before release day

One way to remedy overfeeding consequences is to remove all excess food 20 minutes after feeding using a
turkey baster to gather food, that you can see, off of the bottom of the aquarium and the net to gather food from
the surface. If you do have to remove food then you should decrease the overall amount you are feeding or
spread the total teaspoons per day over more feeding times per day.
(back to table of contents)
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Trout Care
Vacation/holiday feedings
Your trout will survive over a weekend without any food, but during vacations it is best for someone to check
on the aquarium and provide a small amount of food if you are not using a weekend feeder.
You may wish to use an automatic feeder to feed your trout over holidays or vacations. Follow the directions for
loading the food into the system and setting the food dispensing time.
Test the system to make sure it is dispensing the correct amount of food. You may have to adjust the dispenser
depending on the model you have. However, put only ½ the amount of daily food into each day’s slot. This
way, you reduce the possibility of uneaten food polluting the aquarium.
If Not Using Weekend Feeder
Prepping for short vacations (3 or 4 day weekends)
 Feed as normal on Friday; however, make sure you remove any excess food from the bottom of the
aquarium using a turkey baster to collect food you can see off of the bottom and a net to collect excess
food on the surface. This will help decrease the potential of an ammonia spike while you are gone. If
you are concerned you may want to feed a little less.
 Depending on your water quality parameters, you may want to conduct a small water change (5-7
gallons).
Prepping for mid-length vacations (7-10 days)
 Trout are wild animals that can survive leaner times; however, you should feed at least twice during a
long vacation to discourage cannibalism. It is natural to experience some cannibalism, which could lead
into a carrying capacity lesson or survival of the fittest lesson.
 Continue with the normal feeding cycle in the days leading up to vacation.
 Conduct a small water change (5 – 7 gallons) on the day you are leaving.
Prepping for LONG vacation (11+ days)
 Same preparation as above.
 Plan to come in at least twice, if possible, leaving only 3-4 days between visits.
 If you can’t come in, don’t worry. Remember, trout are wild animals that can survive the lean times.
Don’t be surprised if you do end up with some cannibalism.
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Trout Care
Release day
All your hard work and vigilance has paid off and you are ready to release your trout. This day can be a
delightful day for herons, kingfishers and fish in the stream. To keep immediate predation to a minimum, your
fingerlings should be quickly moved into calm water that has access to cover or shelter from predators.
Whenever releasing fish into ANY body of water, you must have state approval to do so. You must
release your trout into the waterway that you originally chose and placed into your TIC Yearly
Registration form. This is the ONLY waterway that you are approved to release your trout into. If
released into the wrong body of water, your trout fingerlings can permanently alter the ecosystem.
Materials you will need:
 Sturdy cooler, tupperware or bucket with a loose-fitting lid;
 Ice made with dechlorinated water -- or -- ice in a Ziploc bag or 2-liter bottle with labels removed;
 Battery-powered air stone/ bait aerator;
 Release containers (a cup per student, smaller buckets);
 Boots and weather appropriate clothing for your students;
 Towels for drying student hands;
 Optional: Stream study equipment if you would like the students to conduct a stream study/water
monitoring tests to determine the health of the stream they are releasing their trout into.
Instructions travel prep:
 Fill cooler or bucket half full with water from aquarium (be sure you can lift the cooler). The reason for
filling only half way is that air introduction into the water is more important than the depth of the water.
The slight jostling of the water in the bucket/cooler will keep adding oxygen to the water;
 Transfer trout fingerlings to cooler or bucket using a small net; MAKE SURE you have plenty of
buckets and/or coolers available for the number of trout you will be releasing.
 DO NOT overcrowd your buckets/coolers. (i.e. do not put more that 50 trout per 5 gallon bucket)
 Add ice baggies to water -- but monitor the temperature, taking care to keep it as consistent as possible;
 Insert and start air stone or bait aerator.
Instructions release site:
 Once you have arrived at the stream, slowly acclimate your fingerlings to their new environment;
 Monitoring the temperature of your cooler or bucket, slowly add water from their new stream, one or
two cupfuls at a time every 10 minutes. The slow addition of water will gently change the temperature
and water chemistry of your transport system;
 Don’t allow the water temperature to change more than a few degrees every 10 minutes;
 Once the bucket/cooler temperature is within one or two degrees of the stream/aquarium temperature,
remove the fingerlings to their release container (cup/small bucket);
 To release the trout, lower their container into the stream and gently tip it to let them out.
Hints:
 Make sure the trout aren't in the bucket or cooler longer than they have to be;
 Make sure to have enough water, but not so much that the cooler can't be carried;
 Make sure the lid is on tight enough so that your fingerlings don't splash out, but don't seal them in and
cut off their air supply.
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Water Quality
Parameters
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Water Quality Parameters
(Overview)
The parameters that your classroom will be testing throughout the school year using a Freshwater Master Test
Kit are:
1. Temperature
2. pH
3. Ammonia
4. Nitrites
5. Nitrates
Optional: Dissolved oxygen, total dissolved solids
Parameters to check with your local water authority: Chlorine and Chloramines. Both, in any concentration, are
lethal to your trout!
When testing your water quality levels keep in mind that each TIC classroom aquarium is unique and water
quality parameters will vary widely on account of many variables in each classroom.
Variables effecting water parameter results:
1. Location of your aquarium (i.e. hallways = potential sabotage; unmonitored classrooms = sabotage;
close to windows with direct sunlight = increased water temperature/algal
growth; close to heaters = increased or fluctuating temperatures)
2. Water source (i.e. spring water, creek water, school water)
3. Type of substrate/pebbles/rock used in your aquarium
4. Overfeeding
5. Dead eggs/fingerlings
6. Not rinsing hands with water before conducting tests. Remember, DO NOT wash hands with soap, rinse
only with water before taking care of your trout or aquarium.

IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTE:
Please refer to the Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) for the Freshwater
Master Test Kit on the website for proper disposal of your chemicals, safety
concerns and care.

(back to table of contents)
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Water Quality Parameters
(Chlorine and Chloramines)
If your water source for the TIC aquarium comes from a public water source (i.e. school), you need to be aware
of what your local water authority treats their water with. Chlorine and chloramines can be lethal to trout and
the good bacteria in your aquarium. If you are unaware of the amount of chlorine or chloramines in your water
source you should contact your local water authority.
Recently many water companies have switched from chlorine to chloramines. Chloramines can also be
deadly to trout and cannot be removed by allowing your water to sit out for 48 hours.
CHECK WITH YOU LOCAL WATER AUTHORITY ON THE TYPE OF TREATMENT THEY USE
BEFORE USING YOUR SCHOOL WATER. They may even be willing to come into your classroom and
do a program on their treatment system.
Chlorine
Chlorine is typically what most water authorities treat their water with to rid public water sources of harmful
bacteria. You can remove chlorine by allowing water to sit for at least 48 hours. The chlorine will dissipate out
during that time. After 48 hours your water is ready to place into your aquarium.
How to remove Chlorine:
1. Fill up two five gallon buckets. DO NOT use gallon jugs, they do not provide enough surface area
of water for proper chlorine dissipation.
2. Allow the buckets to sit for at least 48 hours before placing into your aquarium
3. You can occasionally stir the water to help the chlorine dissipate more rapidly
** Always have at least 2 chlorine free buckets available for water changes**
Other options:
You can also use commercial dechlorinators such as: Prime, AmQuel, AP Tap Water Conditioner,
Aquasafe Plus
Chloramines Sioux Falls Water Purification Plant
(content below was modified from: Sioux Falls Water Purification Plant fact sheet)
Chloramines are another type of disinfectant used to kill harmful bacteria in water. They are a combination of
chlorine and ammonia. Both can be toxic to fish and your bio-filter bacteria (the good bacteria that help your
aquarium cycle and keep your fish healthy).
Chloramines are safe for humans, but, in large doses, can be lethal to fish. When people, animals or birds
swallow water that contains chloramines, the chlorine and ammonia are neutralized by the digestive system
before reaching the blood stream. Fish, however, do not just swallow water, they breathe it. When the water
contains chloramines, these substances enter directly into the blood stream, making it difficult for their blood
stream to carry oxygen.
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Water Quality Parameters
(Chlorine and Chloramines)
Continued…
Chloramines CANNOT be removed by allowing your water to sit for 48 hours.
How to remove chloramines:
(Information collected from:
Gadd,Chuck. “Chlorine and Chloramines.” Chuck Gadd’s Planted Aquaria Pages.Ed.Chuck Gadd.N.P,n.d Web
10 June 2010. <http://www.csd.net/~cgadd/aqua/art_chlorine.htm>

1. Use a commercial dechlorinator that specifically states that it also removes ammonia.
2. Examples of products that will take out chloramines and ammonia are:
a. Seachem Prime: On its label it states: "Removes chlorine, chloramine, and ammonia"
b. Tetra "AquaSafe NH/CL Formula"
c. Jungle's "ACE",
d. Kordon's "AmQuel"
e. Kent's "Professional Ammonia Detox".
** If the label doesn't specifically mention that it neutralizes ammonia, then don't depend on it to safely treat
water containing chloramines.**
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Water Quality Parameters
(Temperature and pH)
Temperature
Use a standard aquarium thermometer and a digital thermometer to monitor the water temperature. The
ideal temperature range for raising trout is between 48°F and 52°F. Temperature affects ammonia and
oxygen concentration, as well as trout metabolism. A sudden increase or decrease of 3 to 5 degrees
within a 15 minute period (even within the acceptable temperature range) can create stress for your trout
at any stage. When doing a water change, make sure the new water is within 1 to 2 degrees Fahrenheit of
that in the aquarium.
Temperature for brook trout in your tank should be maintained between 48-52 °F.
Symptoms:
Water temperatures below 38ºF suppress fish appetites and slows digestive processes. Water
temperatures above 68°F lead to partial digestion of food and holds less dissolved oxygen.
Mortalities:
Very cold water will lead to trout deaths due to starvation. Very warm water will cause fish to gasp for
air and search for cooler water. They may crowd into the influent stream of water.
Remedies:
Adjust temperatures accordingly using the chiller unit and a thermometer.
pH
pH is an indicator of water acidity or alkalinity. pH values range from 1 to 14. Pure, pH-neutral water
has a value of 7. Any number less than 7 is acidic. Any number more than 7 is basic or alkaline. A pH
below 6.0 or above 8.2 in your aquarium water is reason for concern. Make a partial water change or use
a store purchased reagent to correct the situation. Local pet stores and thatfishplace.com carry these
reagents to lower or raise your aquarium pH (e.g. pH “downer” and pH “upper” liquids). Use a pH test
kit (available from aquarium supply stores) to test pH.
pH should be maintained between: 6.0 and 8.2
Symptoms:
A sudden decrease or increase in the acidity or alkalinity of the water causes severe stress or death of
trout. In severe cases your trout will become very excited, jumping out of the water, going around, and
racing back and forth in the aquarium. In mild cases your fish may become sluggish and stay near the
surface of the water.
Mortalities:
Death may occur immediately or shortly after a rapid change in the pH.
Remedies:
The pH of any water added to the rearing unit or water that the fish are temporarily moved to should be
within +0.5 standard pH units of the rearing water. Check pH of the water source being used to fill
and top off the tank. If it is outside of the preferred pH range, consider another source of water. If
source water pH range is acceptable, and the tank is too acidic or alkaline, draw off some (10-20%)
aquarium water and replace with fresh source water.
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Water Quality parameters
(Dissolved Oxygen)
Dissolved Oxygen
Dissolved oxygen (DO) is defined as the amount of oxygen, measured in parts per million (ppm), that will
dissolve in water at a given temperature. Trout are active and consume a lot of oxygen from the water.
Dissolved oxygen levels of 10-12 ppm is most desirable. 8 ppm for developing eggs and alevins is the
absolute minimum. 5 ppm is the absolute minimum for fry. At the 5-8 ppm you can expect some problems
for eggs and fry.
Use a dissolved oxygen test kit (available from aquarium supply stores) to check for dissolved oxygen.
Cooler water holds more dissolved oxygen, another reason to continue to monitor and maintain your
aquarium temperature between 48 and 52 degrees Fahrenheit.
Low dissolved oxygen levels:
Symptoms:
If your trout stop or reduce their feeding, crowd the incoming water flow, swim near the surface with gaped
mouths and display rapid gill cover movement, DO is a problem. This usually occurs when oxygen levels in
the water drop below 6 ppm. This can occur when the water flow into the rearing unit is reduced by partial or
complete blockages.
Mortalities:
Will accelerate quickly until the problem is remedied.
Remedies:
Add aeration (e.g. airstones) and increase the water flow to increase oxygen levels. Check the water
temperature and reduce it, if needed, to increase the ability of the water to hold more dissolved oxygen. Stop
feeding. Decrease fish density if low dissolved oxygen conditions persist.
High dissolved oxygen levels with 100% saturation:
Symptoms:
Your trout will start circling the aquarium and begin heading for the surface of the water. Generally, if trout
are stressed, they will try getting out of the area that is causing the stress.
Mortalities:
Leads to harmful changes in the blood cell chemistry of the trout and may result
in death.
Remedies:
Unplug your aeration equipment to allow oxygen release into the atmosphere. Continue to monitor your DO
regularly to make sure it doesn’t go below 5 mg/l.
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Water Quality parameters
(Ammonia)
Ammonia
As the eggs, alevins and fry develop, both ammonium ions (NH4) and ammonia (NH3) are produced
through excretion. Ammonia is highly toxic to trout. High levels can cause gill damage, anemia, and
even death for eggs and fry.

There are two chemical forms of ammonia; ammonia and ammonium ion. The ammonia form is
"favored" at higher pH and is toxic. The ammonium form is favored at lower pH and is not toxic.
Monitor ammonia levels with a test kit available from an aquarium supply store.
Acceptable ammonia levels for brook trout:
If your aquarium has NITRATE readings (5-40ppm):
0-1ppm of ammonia is O.K.
If your aquarium has NO NITRATE readings:
0-.25ppm ammonia is O.K.
Ultimately, a well cycled aquarium should have no ammonia. Any level of ammonia means that
your aquarium has not cycled properly, and the colonies of beneficial bacteria aren’t doing their
job.
Symptoms of an ammonia problem:
Trout suffering from high ammonia will be under respiratory stress. Fish exposed to
elevated ammonia levels over time will exhibit eroded fin edges and thickened mucus
covered gill filaments.
Mortalities:
The toxicity of ammonia increases with higher pH values and water temperatures. Over feeding is a
common cause of elevated ammonia levels.
Remedies:
Immediate:
1. Conduct a small (5-10 gallon) water change. Make sure you siphon water from the bottom of the
aquarium not the surface.
2. Turn off your filter and add StressZyme. Allow the StressZyme to work for at least two hours
before turning your filter back on.
Daily:
1. Feed smaller amounts of food
2. Siphon out excess food 20 minutes after feeding, using a turkey baster. This way you are not
taking out a lot of water and can target areas where food accumulates.
Long term:
• Do not conduct too many water changes. If you conduct too many water changes you run the
risk of your aquarium never cycling.
• Ensure that the nitrosonomas and nitrobacters (biofilter) are developing properly by continuing
to add StressZyme at least once a week. This will help to keep your “good bacteria” populations
up.
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Water Quality parameters
(Nitrites and Nitrates)
(Information on nitrites and nitrates were collected from: Sharpe, Shirlie. Nitrogen Cylce. N.p., n.d. Web. 22
June 2010. <http://freshaquarium.about.com/od/watercare/a/nitrates.htm>.)
Nitrogen:
Total dissolved nitrogen is calculated using water temperature, barometric pressure, dissolved oxygen
and the total dissolved gas values. Total dissolved nitrogen should not exceed 100%.
Symptoms:
Increased levels of nitrogen can cause gas bubble disease. Popeye: when nitrogen gets into the trout
blood stream the eyes of the fish may bulge out.
A clue may be bubbles on the surface of the aquarium water. Increased nitrogen levels can result from
water being heated, being pumped under pressure or taken directly from a well when there is no
aeration.
Mortalities:
Causes the bends in fish and leads to death.
Remedies:
 Increase aeration on the surface of the aquarium water to rid the surface of nitrogen
 Conduct water changes
 Fully cycling of the aquarium will also help
Nitrite (NO 2 -) and nitrate (NO 3 -) are naturally occurring inorganic ions that are part of the nitrogen cycle.
Microbial action in soil or water decomposes wastes containing organic nitrogen into ammonia, which is then
oxidized to nitrite and nitrate. Nitrite and nitrate are a metabolic product of microbial digestion of wastes
containing nitrogen, for example, animal feces, decaying plants or food in your aquarium.
Nitrites:
When the ammonium ion (NH 4 +) is mixed with water the beneficial bacteria (nitrobactors and nitrosomonas)
can then convert the ammonia into nitrite (NO 2 -). Much like ammonia, nitrite is also toxic and can be harmful
towards fish. If traces of nitrites are in the aquarium it can cause severe stress to the fish. This leads to
respiratory hardship and a weakened immune system, which makes the fish more susceptible to disease and
death.
To prevent this from happening you must be sure to test for nitrite periodically just as you would for ammonia.
Acceptable levels of nitrites (as experienced by the TIC staff with Trout In the Office (TIO))
If Nitrates are present in your aquarium:
0-2ppm
If Nitrates are NOT present in your aquarium:
0-.25 ppm
Ultimately, a well cycled aquarium should have little to no nitrite readings (0-.25).
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Water Quality parameters
(Nitrites and Nitrates)
Continued…
Nitrites continued:
Symptoms of nitrite poisoning
• Lethargy and congregating near the water surface
• Light tan to brown gills
• Tan to brown looking blood (in this case your trout would appear pale in color)
Remedies
• Dose your aquarium with StressZyme (make sure you are doing this weekly to help with good
bacteria colonies)
• Small water change (5-10gallons)
• Cease feeding for a day or two
• Slowly decrease your water temperature (45-50 F)
• Conduct static salt bath (found on page 76) if you feel your trout have been stressed in any way
Nitrates:
When the substance nitrite (NO 2 -) mixes with water the beneficial bacteria (nitrobacters and nitrosomonas) can
then convert the nitrite into nitrate (NO 3 -). This substance called nitrate is seemingly harmless towards fish but
in higher concentrations (80ppm) it is not.
Unlike ammonia and nitrite, nitrate can be present in the aquarium as it usually is to a certain extent. In the past
it was believed to be harmless towards fish but studies show that the over concentration (80ppm) of this
chemical in the aquarium can have adverse effects on the health and wellness of fish.
An over abundance of nitrate in the aquarium could be an indication that there is too much fish and plant waste.
If not dealt, this problem will lead to:
a. diseased, unhealthy fish
b. algae growth (Nitrates promote the growth of algae which can result in a cloudy tank with increasing
amounts of the toxic ammonia and nitrite)
This is why it is so important to test for nitrate even though it’s ok to have a certain amount in the aquarium.
Acceptable levels of nitrate (as experienced by the TIC staff with Trout In the Office (TIO))
5-40ppm (Your nitrate test results should reach no higher than 40ppm)
Partial water changes should be performed at once if the levels are exceedingly high (above 40ppm).
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Record Keeping
Before the eggs arrive:
1. Instruct students on how to conduct a daily inspection of the aquarium;
2. Show them how to make sure the equipment is working properly and how to read and record the
temperature;
3. It is best if you organize biologist teams and assign times for each to monitor and record the aquarium
information;
4. Explain that when the eggs arrive, they will also be checking for egg mortality;
5. Assign three students to conduct the inspection twice daily for a week;
6. At the end of the week rotate out one student and put a new student in. This way, after the first week, you
will always have two students with experience in conducting the inspection.
Have students inspect the aquarium early in the morning and at the end of the day and record their findings on
the daily inspection record and on the progress chart.
Record keeping is an essential part of the program. Records can identify potential problems and can be used to
reference experiences from past years. Students should record everything that is done or observed.
For example:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dates
Name of individual(s) conducting the tests and feeding the trout
Time trout were fed to avoid overfeeding
Feeding amount
Temperatures
Egg/alevin/fry numbers
Problems and solutions
Water quality testing results
Mortality
Observations: hatching, predation, etc.

At the end of each week, student inspectors should report to the class/school the data they collected for the
week.
You can use the following daily inspection record and progress reports that follow or have students create
recording sheets of their own. In addition, progress reports can be posted on the Trout in the Classroom yahoo
forum.
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Monitoring Records
DAILY INSPECTION RECORD
Week of: ________________
Inspectors’ Names: ______________________________________

CHECK THE FOLLOWING
Chiller is
plugged
in

Air
pump is
plugged
in

Water
is clear

Water
level is
correct

RECORD DATA:
Temperature
(F)

pH

Ammonia
(mg/L)

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

At the end of the week, you must calculate the following:
Average temperature: ______________________________
Average pH: ______________________________________
Average ammonia: _________________________________
Total mortality (# of eggs/trout removed): ______________
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Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS)
What are AIS?
Information on AIS was collected from:
Sea Grant and Penn State University Erie. Aquatic Invasive Species of Pennsylvania. Ed. Sara Grise. Sea Grant
and Penn State University, June. Web. 19 June 2010. <http://www.pserie.psu.edu/seagrant/ais/index.htm>.
Any species, including its seeds, eggs, spores, or other biological material, capable of propagating that species,
that is not native to a particular ecosystem. AIS are anticipated to be the leading cause of biodiversity loss in
the Great Lakes in the 21st century and of extinctions in North American freshwater ecosystems. Once
established in a body of water AIS are very difficult to eradicate and are easily spread to uninfested waterways
through recreational boating, bait introductions, and aquaculture.
** REMEMBER: Some species are native only to their watershed and should not be introduced to an adjacent
watershed even if they are a few miles apart.
AIS can:
•
•
•
•
•

Prey on native species
Compete with native species
Altar ecosystems
Spread disease
Cause economic damage

As interesting and exciting these “new” additions to your aquariums may be for your students, you must
approach the idea with extreme caution. Placing these creatures and plants into your classroom aquarium may
not have an immediate impact on your aquarium ecosystem; however, they could have a drastic impact within
the watershed you release your trout into.
Concern
Over the past few years TIC teachers have asked about placing plants, mussels (bivalves) and/or snails into their
aquariums. Our number 1 concern with these ideas is the introduction or spread of Aquatic Invasive Species
(AIS) to the waterways in which you release your trout.
Many state agencies and organizations including, Pennsylvania Council of Trout Unlimited and Pennsylvania
Fish and Boat Commission are currently taking appropriate actions to decrease the impacts of AIS with the
state; therefore, we are recommending that our TIC participants take the same precautions with these
environmental concerns.
TIC participants need to be aware and cautious of the impacts your aquarium could have on the local
watersheds. We recommend that if you choose to have freshwater mussels or snails in your classroom that you
do so in a SEPARATE aquarium and DO NOT release them back into waterways.
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Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS)
Continued…
Remember, as teachers and program partners we need to set an example for our students and help to prevent
the spread of invasive species. This is yet another great teaching opportunity on the protection of our
coldwater resources.
Reasons for concern
1. The plants, snails or mussels you choose to place in your aquarium, without any research, could be AIS.
Even if you do not release them into your chosen waterway with your trout, you may still impact your release
stream. Some AIS have unique ways of reproducing and/or dispersing seeds that you may not be aware of;
therefore, you may be adding to their spread throughout the state.
EXAMPLE:
If you have mussels (bivalves) in your aquarium they may reproduce and potentially utilize your
trout as “hosts” for their young; as a result, you may impact the waterway you are releasing your
trout into.
HOW?
(Information collected from: Storer, T.I. 1951. General Zoology, 2nd edition. McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., New York)
Fresh water mussels (bivalves) are very unique because they reproduce by utilizing fish as a
host for their young. The female mussel spews embryos called glochidia into the gills of the
“host” fish. The glochidia have hookless forms that clamp to the gill filaments of the fish. After
the mussel develops 10-70 days, the connection weakens, the young opens and closes its valves,
extends its foot, and escapes to the bottom to become free-living.
2. Some plants reproduce through even the smallest amount of vegetation.
EXAMPLE:
The aquatic plant Hydrilla was imported to the United States as an aquarium plant. It can reproduce
primarily vegetatively; even the smallest living plant fragment can float downstream and form a new
plant.

** The ONE aquatic plant that is NATIVE to Pennsylvania and safe to place into your aquariums is:
1. Watercress
For more information on invasive plant facts go to http://www.invasivespeciesinfo.gov/aquatics/main.shtml
BEFORE PLACING PLANTS OR OTHER ANIMALS INTO YOUR AQUARIUM CONDUCT RESEARCH
USING THE FOLLOWING WEBSITES AND CONTACT US (814) 359-5127.
FOR MORE ON PENNSYLVANIA AQUATIC INVASIVE SPECIES VISIT SEA GRANT’S WEBSITE
http://seagrant.psu.edu/publications/ais.htm
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Troubleshooting
Equipment
Q: How do you keep drop-in chillers positioned in the aquarium?
A: Many classrooms develop their own devices to position their drop-in chillers.

Here is one idea:

Standard clamp (developed at the Jersey Shore Middle School):
1. Use Delrin Plastic (similar to the material that cutting boards are made
of) and stainless steel bolts.
2. Main clamp is two longer pieces held apart by a shorter piece at the
top end. Then use smaller plastic blocks to clamp the chiller coil
to the inner long block.
The only modification to the aquarium needed was to notch out a small piece
of the rim that holds the lid in place. The notch also serves to help
hold the clamp in place.
(back to table of contents)
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Q: What tools are needed for aquarium set-up?
A: The tools needed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Screwdriver
Knife, pair of scissors or utility knife
Clamps (if you have a drop-in chiller)
Pliers to tighten any connections needed
Two clean 5 gallon bucket to fill the aquarium water and later for water changes. This can be
purchased at any hardware store. Please rinse the bucket first and then do not use this bucket for
anything other than tank water
6. Towels to clean-up any water

Q: The tubing is very hard to fit over the plastic aquarium parts, what should I do?
A: If tubing does not fit over parts, it might help to dip the end of the tub in very hot water. This will
momentarily soften the plastic allowing you to slide the tubing over the part. Also, tubing can be
carefully stretched by heating the ends, and then inserting a rigid object like a pair of scissors into the
end. This applies pressure to the end and stretches it a small amount. Excessive force can break the tube
end. Tight tubing generally will fit, but it might require some time and patience.

Q: Should I get a lid for my aquarium?
A: Yes, it is better to cover the aquarium with some material which can prevent objects from falling in
and provide the reduced light levels that fish prefer. Foam, screen, and plastic have all been used as lid
materials with success. Purchased lids for the aquarium can also work.

Q: Does my aquarium need insulation?
A: Many aquarium systems have worked without insulation. However, insulation will provide a darker,
more stable environment for the trout. Insulation will reduce the amount of work needed to maintain the
water temperature, saving electricity and limiting the amount of time the chiller will be operational. In
addition, insulation will reduce condensation which could pose a problem in the summer.
Q: What kind of insulation can I use?
A: There are many materials which can help insulate the aquarium. The most popular is foam sheet
material, available at any home repair -industrial hardware store. Two layers of bubble wrap and
shipping material would make a good insulator. For best results, cover the bottom of the aquarium as
well. Many other materials can work including plastic, wood, or cardboard.
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Q: Where do I position the air stone?
A: The air stone aeration system produces large volume of bubbles. These bubbles can interfere
with the filter operation by filling the motor with air and causing it to “air lock” and fail. For this
reason, there should be at least 4 inches between the air stone and the filter.

Q: Can I fix leaks on my own?
A: The assembly of the chiller system is straightforward, so fixing it is quite possible without assistance.
Simply unscrew the connection, and make sure that it is not cracked or damaged in anyway. Next,
reassemble the leaking connection carefully. You can use a tool to tighten any connection, but do not
force any plastic parts as they will crack under excessive strain.
Q: What happens if there is a power failure? How much time do I have?
A: It is important that the trout have a stable a water temperature as possible. Short downtimes, of
an hour or two at a time, probably will not harm the trout or change aquarium temperatures by any
great amount. However, lost power during the night or over a weekend (or worse still, a long
vacation) will likely be fatal to the trout.

Q: What should I do if the power must be turned off?
A: All individuals such as custodians, who may turn the power on and off, should be informed that the
trout system needs constant power. If there is no way to prevent it, for construction for example, it would
be best to cycle the power. This means running the chiller for two hours on, then two off. This is better
than simply letting the tank sit all day without power. Have your frozen plastic bottles ready. Some
schools have their equipment wired to the emergency power system.
Q: Can I make my own net breeder and/or are there additional ways to set-up my aquarium?
A: Yes, many TIC participants have developed their own net breeders, aquarium set-ups.

For

examples please visit the “Extras” portion of the aquarium resource guide.

Q: What is the timeline for my aquarium and TIC this year?
A: Timeline
•

•

30 days before eggs are received: Assemble all parts for aquarium (Make sure you have
cleaned your equipment and have replaced necessary equipment as needed);
Turn off your filter and start aquarium nitrogen cycle by adding pinches of food and
StressZyme (using directions on the box). Make sure you wait at least 2 hours before turning
your filter back on to give the “good bacteria” time to begin colonizing;
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•
•
•

Two days before your eggs arrive adjust the temperature in the aquarium to 51 - 54 degrees
Fahrenheit;
Your eggs will be shipped out on November;
The approximate hatch date is November. This means you will not be feeding trout over the
holiday break because they will be in the sac fry stage (lifecycle stage that they feed off of
their own yolk sac);

•

The approximate date for swim up (no longer feeding on their yolk sac and need feed as soon
as they “swim up”) will be around December;

•

Release dates for your trout will vary. The majority of releases occur during April or May.
Some teachers have had to do two releases, one early release and one late release because of
“carrying capacity” issues.

Q: How do I set-up the Aqua 20 Powerhead?
A: Anchor the powerhead to the side of the aquarium, midway to the bottom of the aquarium using
the suction cup. YES, the powerhead can be submerged.

Q: What do I do if my chiller stops working?
A: Always keep at least 2-4 frozen jugs of water on hand. Make sure all labels and glue are removed from
the jugs before use. In an emergency float the jugs of frozen water in the aquarium to help maintain

the temperature. Replace as necessary until your replacement chiller arrives. Your chiller should
have a warranty. Please contact TradewindChillers (information listed on equipment list)

Q: What is the Chemi-Pure used for?
A: The Chemi-pure is a replacement for your charcoal in your Fluval filter. We recommend you
change out your carbon packets around late February or early March. As your fish grow,
ammonia/nitrite levels increase.
You do not need to remove the carbon from the mesh bag. Place each of the carbon packets in the
media trays of your filter. Remember...don't clean / change out all your media baskets at one. Do
one level at a time over a period of a few weeks, so the beneficial bacteria can reestablish itself
before you clean out the next media basket.
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Q: Besides the equipment on our list, what other items can be placed in our aquariums?
A: Other aquarium additions:
 Driftwood that has been thoroughly rinsed;
 Additional airstone and air pump;
 Plants (ONLY native plants: Elodea Canadensis and Water Crest; DO NOT use any other
aquarium plant. SEE Aquatic Invasive Species section)
Note: Please take a look at the “Extras” section specific ideas.

Q: Do I have to weigh down my breeder basket?
A: If the net is attached on the outside of the box, you should not have had a problem.

Some
teachers install the net on the inside – and in that case, you need to place a marble or something to
keep the net from floating

Q: What should I do if there is a serious leak while I am away, and the aquarium is almost empty
when I return?

A: If there is a serious leak, during the night or weekend, almost all of the aquarium water may be
pumped out. It is unlikely for the aquarium system to fail on its own, but it is important to be
ready in the event of such an accident. If the fish are in very shallow water, and the chiller is
no longer working because the pump is running dry, it is important to carefully repair the
aquarium system environment.
First, you should find and fix the leak. Unplug the filter system. Next, add a declorinating solution
to a container holding about 5 gallons of cold tap/well water (stir the tap water as you add a
declorinating solution; for well water this step is not necessary). This should be enough to get the
chiller working again; if it isn’t, add another 5 gallons of cold declorinated/well water to the
aquarium. Add this water slowly, and try to make this water around the same temperature as the
aquarium water (which might be warmer by now). Make sure the air stone is working and putting
bubbles into the water and that the UVS system is on.
Once there is enough water for the chiller to run, you should let the aquarium reach 50 degrees
again. Open the filter and pour all the water out of it and rinse the filter media. Because there was no
water circulation, the filter will be full of dead bacteria that will kill the trout.
At this point, use a declorinating solution to get as much tap water as possible (you don’t need this
solution if you are using well water) in every clean container you might have. Put your emergency
ice packs into the containers to start lowering the temperature. Once the declorinated/well water has
reached a temperature close to the tank’s temperature, slowly add the water to the tank. If you can, it
would be best to add only a few cups at a time, many times during the day. Continue to do this until
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the tank is about half full. Open the filter, refill it and add a dose of BioZyme, reconnect the filter
system, and plug it in. Once the tank is half full, you can add the aged water a few gallons a day.
Continue to make new aged water as you use it until the tank is back up to normal levels. Then
resume normal maintenance procedures including water changes. The idea throughout this process
is to make the changes for the trout as subtle as possible, once they're back at 50 degrees. Large
swings in temperature and/or water quality can stress them out and increase mortality.

Q: Trout are being sucked into the filter, how can I prevent this?
A: We are now providing a sponge for your filter intake.

This will prevent your trout from

becoming victim to your filter system.

Q: Some TIC teachers have mentioned that they have lights on their aquariums.

Is this
something you recommend? Is there a type of light that you suggest we purchase?

A: Lights are not necessary.

They are not needed at all during the egg or sac fry stages; however, if
you wish to have a light you can use a traditional aquarium light bar. Make sure the light has an
aquarium grade bulb. NO LEDs.
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Water
Q: Should students wash hands before touching aquarium water?
A: Students should rinse their hands thoroughly before working in or around the aquarium without
using soap. Simply use warm tap water for this and for cleaning of other objects like nets and the
bucket. This will help keep chemicals and dirt from getting into the aquarium. Moisturizers and
other skin care products may harm trout. It is very important that no soap enter the aquarium
environment.

Q: Should students wash up after contact with aquarium water?
A: Yes. While tank water is not particularly hazardous to students, they should clean their
hands with soap and warm water. Please do not use soap until all tank work is done.

Q: What is an ammonia spike? What can I do about it?
A: An ammonia spike is one example of a chemical imbalance in the tank environment. These are
serious threats to fish health. The tank filter and its bacterial population help reduce problems like
this, but they cannot work alone. The best way to prevent any chemical imbalances in the tank is to
regularly clean the tank, and change the water. All debris such as food, waste, and dead fish should
be removed as soon as possible. Change about 10 gallons or water. Monitor ammonia the next day,
if it is still high, conduct another 10 gallon water change. After the water change, turn off your filter
and add StressZyme. Two hours later, turn your filter back on and continue to monitor your water
parameters.

Q: Can I use ammonia removal grains to prevent ammonia spikes?
A: They may be used only in a dire emergency if a large water change did not reduce the ammonia.
These chemicals tie up the ammonia in the water rendering it harmless to the fish. HOWEVER, by
tying up the ammonia, it deprives your biological filter (the “good” bacteria) of the food it needs to
live and grow. So in the long run, while you have reduced your ammonia, you are killing off your
long-term ammonia reducer (your biological filter).

Q: How do you lower/raise the pH of your water?
A: Before being alarmed make sure to check the pH of your source water, aquarium water, and
release site's water. This enables you to determine if your high pH is the result of occurrences in
your aquarium or if your source water simply has a naturally higher pH. Determining the pH of your
release site informs you of the conditions required for your release(i.e. before/during your release
your fish will need to be in an environment with a similar pH to that of your release site). So, if you
(back to table of contents)
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are having slightly higher readings in all areas, the situation is not dire; your trout will be acclimated
to the water you change and to the water in which they are released. If your aquarium pH is the only
high reading you get, then I would increase the frequency of water changes and possibly the amount
of water you change.
Overall, Brook trout can live in a pH as low as 6.5 and up to 8.5, but these levels are extreme. If your
pH is ~7.0 to ~7.5, I would not be concerned with adjusting pH. Our office aquarium has a pH of 8.0
and the trout are still thriving; our source water and release site have similar pH readings. This high
pH could become a problem as the trout grow and begin feeding because of increased matter,
meaning the possibility of increased pH.
Lowering pH (please be very cautious when using any “home” remedies)
•
•
•

add a piece of natural drift wood to your aquarium
use pH “downer” (most recommended source to lower pH)
add small increments of vinegar

Raising pH (please be very cautious when using any “home” remedies)
•

add pH “upper” (most recommended source to raise pH)

Answers from experienced teachers:
1. I teach chemistry and have the same issue with high pH water. I add hydrochloric acid in
small amounts to the change water.
a. I take the pH of the water I'm adding to around 6 and then add that in 5 gal amounts.
It took a good while before I got the pH to near 7 from 7.5.
b. There is some merit to lowering the pH as it helps with ammonia issues.
i. Ammonia is only one part of the system equilibrium. Ammonium ion is the
other. Ammonia is the bad for fish health and ammonium is less harmful.
ii. At lower pH's the ammonia is converted to ammonium. You can't lower the
pH far enough to convert all the ammonia as it would kill the fish. Also, it is
worth noting that the test kits measure a combination of ammonia-ammonium
so you cannot use the kit directly to measure actual ammonia levels. I think
that is one reason some get high ammonia levels that should be killing the
fish, but this never happens as the aquarium may actually contain more
ammonium than ammonia levels; therefore these high ammonia readings are
not killing off the fish.
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Q: My aquarium is coated with a green slime. What is this? What should I do?
A: Green film or slime may indicate algal growth.

This will not necessarily hurt your trout,
and some teachers leave it growing. Many, however, choose to remove algal growth. It can be
mechanically cleaned by using an aquarium (or soap free) sponge or similar tool. Also, to
prevent further algal growth, it is best to limit the amount of light entering the aquarium. The use
of foam or paper to cover the sides of the aquarium will help. The aquarium should never be in
direct sunlight at any time.

Q: What is the black film on the sides of my aquarium?
A: The black film is probably charcoal dust.

Be sure to thoroughly wash all the charcoal dust out of
the filter charcoal bags before putting them in your filter.

Q: When do I drop my net breeder into the aquarium?
A: You don’t need to drop your basket until the sac fry are free swimming.

They will become more
active and swim around. When all or most are free swimming, you may drop the box to let them
swim up out of the breeder.

Q: Is anyone having a problem with ammonia?

My levels were at 0.5 last week and now are
1.0 ppm. Does anyone have a solution to this issue. Am I able to add the stress enzyme to
produce good bacteria?

A: Yes.

You may add the Stress Zyme using the directions on the bottle. At the first sign of
ammonia issues, we recommend that you do a small water change and begin adding the Stress
Zyme. A large water change may take out any good bacteria growth that you may already have.

Q: My nitrite level is 1.0ppm.

Is this harmful?

A: Every new aquarium set-up goes through a process of establishing beneficial bacterial colonies.
This process is generally known as the nitrogen cycle, but is also called nitrification, the start-up
cycle and/or the break-in cycle. As you know, your aquarium is a closed environment so all of the
waste excreted from your fish and uneaten food accumulates in your aquarium. The nitrogen cycle
converts these wastes to safer by-products. The fluctuations you have noticed in your aquarium
water quality recently are likely the result of this cycle.
Stage 1:
The cycle begins when you add fish to the aquarium. All uneaten, decayed food and waste generated
by the fish breaks down to form ionized or unionized ammonia. The ionized form, Ammonium
(NH4), is present if the pH is below 7, and is not toxic to fish. The unionized form, Ammonia
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(NH3), is present if the pH is 7 or above, and is highly toxic to fish. These ammonia levels will
increase for about 2 weeks until the second stage of the cycle begins. (The Freshwater Master Test
Kit's ammonia test gives a combined reading of Ammonium (NH4) and Ammonia (NH3).)
Stage 2:
During the second stage of the nitrogen cycle aerobic bacteria called "nitrosomonas" grow to
sufficient quantities in the filter to convert the ammonia to toxic nitrite. (Nitrite destroys the
hemoglobin in the fish's blood and eventually prevents the blood from carrying oxygen) As this
happens, the ammonia levels will quickly begin to drop as the nitrite levels slowly increase. These
nitrite levels will continue to increase for about 2 weeks until aerobic bacteria called "nitrobacters"
grow to sufficient quantities in the filter to convert the nitrite to less toxic nitrate. Most TIC
aquariums are currently experiencing Stage 2 of the nitrogen cycle. If your current water quality
testing indicates high nitrites, the nitrobacters are still establishing themselves in your filter media,
gravel and hydro-sponge.
Stage 3:
The conversion of nitrites to nitrates is Stage 3 of the nitrogen cycle. Again, as the nitrite levels
quickly decrease due to the work of nitrobacters, the nitrate levels will slowly increase. Once your
tank has reached this point (about 5-6 week's total), it is said to have "cycled". All you need to do
now, is to perform your regular partial water changes in order to keep a moderately low nitrate level.
If this practice is followed routinely, you should have no problems maintaining your biological filter.
What not to do during the nitrogen cycle:
•

Don’t conduct too many water changes

•

Don't change the filter media – the beneficial bacteria are growing there. Don't disturb them until
they have become well established.

•

Don't overfeed the fish – when in doubt underfeed your fish.

•

Remember that anything going into the tank will produce wastes one way or another.

If your nitrite and nitrate levels are good, continue to observe the trout and report any abnormalities
(e.g. consistent swimming on their sides, swimming in circles, not eating for several days).
*As mentioned our biologists and hatchery folks recommended to continue water changes and
keep track of water quality. Take care to clean the gravel well.
Still Having Problems?
If, after six to eight weeks of cycling, your ammonia and nitrite levels aren't satisfactory, you need to
trouble shoot your situation.
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•

•
•

Did you treat the water you added to the tank to remove chlorine and chloramines? If you
didn't the chlorine you added to the tank may have killed the bacteria who were trying to start
the filter. Or the ammonia in the chloramine could be more than your new bacteria colony
can handle.
Did you do water changes regularly? This will remove excess waste before it kills the fish or
the bacteria.
Did you do moderate (10%-15%) water changes rather than large (20%-50%) water changes?
Large water changes will stress the bacteria and fish, causing inadequate filtration, as well as
removing the ammonia and nitrite the bacteria are trying to metabolize.

Cycling the tank takes between two and eight weeks depending on several factors including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Amount of ammonia in water for bacteria to digest
Availability of bacteria in atmosphere to colonize filter
Frequency and relative amount of water changes
Reliability of source of waste (ammonia and nitrite)
Amount of excess decaying matter in tank (dead fish, extra food, plant leaves, etc.)
Presence of toxins/anti-bacterial agents/sanitation chemicals in tank water
Use of chemicals to remove ammonia from the water.

What about Chemicals?
You should not need to use any chemical to stop unwanted increases in ammonia levels. Your
biological filter should take care of that for you. If you have ammonia problems or see signs of
ammonia stress after the tank has cycled, then your tank is overpopulated, under-filtered or overfed.
Ammonia in the tank is a sign of a problem, not something that is easily treated with a chemical. Use
of a chemical to remove ammonia will very often result in starvation of your biological filter leading
to more ammonia problems and meaning that you will need to cycle the tank again. Remember, if
your ammonia levels are high, you need to treat the problem that is causing the high ammonia levels,
not the ammonia itself, which is just a symptom.
We recommend against using a bacteria booster or any kind of chemical when cycling your tank.
These tend to leave you with a less stable tank in the long run. A tank cycled slowly and carefully
with a few fish will usually cycle in four to eight weeks. A tank cycled with a bacteria booster or
chemical supplements will take between two days and eight months to cycle, usually completing the
cycle at about eight weeks, and these tanks usually do not stabilize for about six months after the last
treatment. Do not use these products if you want a stable, easy to care for tank. (Information taken
from http://www.firsttankguide.net/cycle.php)
Here is some information below about ammonia removers on
http://www.aquariumguys.com/ammoniadetox.html
Aquarium Ammonia Removers & Ammonia Binders
Ammonia removers bind ammonia in a non-toxic form until your biological filter can process it.
Keep one around for immediate use in case of a fatal spike in ammonia, which can be caused by fish
death, increased bioload, insufficient aeration or accidental death of the bacterial bed from over-use
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of antibiotics /over-cleaning biological media.. If stressed, relocate fish to a quarantine tank until
conditions stabilize, and re-establish your bacterial bed as quickly as possible.
Use ammonia removers during water preparation if you see levels in your tap water. If your
aquarium is healthy and well maintained, you should only need ammonia removers for emergencies.
Always monitor ammonia closely.
Lastly, adding a plant to your aquarium will adjust nitrate levels but not ammonia levels. Hornwort
is a noninvasive freshwater aquarium plant and could work in you aquarium. It would also allow
you to give a quick lesson on noninvasive vs. invasive plants and why it is necessary to use
noninvasive plants in your aquarium, gardens, and other plantings. Definitely avoid anacharis
(Brazilian waterweed) if you decide to purchase an aquarium plant.

Q: Do I need goldfish to start my nitrogen cycle? If I start late, should I use more goldfish?
A: It is not recommended that goldfish be used to help “break in” the aquarium system. All systems
should be installed with additives such as BioZyme or StressZyme which help create a suitable water
environment.

Q: What is the main reason for cloudy water?
A: Cloudy water probably indicates an excess of decaying matter. This may be from dead fish,
leftover food, or a problem with the filtration. Carefully conducting regular water changes,
as well as cleaning the aquarium of all solid material, is the best way to fight this. Make sure the
filter is functioning properly, and that water is flowing out of it. Clean filter components if
needed with aged water, but do not use soap or any chemical cleaners. Carbon filter packs
should be replaced every year. If fish are not eating all provided food, you should reduce the
amount given until they are able to eat it all. Excess food after 10 minutes should be removed and
discarded.
Our aquarium was cloudy for a few weeks even with healthy NH 4 , NO 3 and NO 4 readings. To clear
it up, we conducted daily water changes of about 5 – 8 gallons and decreased the amount of food
each feeding. Watch your fish when you feed – if any food is sinking to the bottom uneaten - then
you are feeding too much at one time. Try decreasing the amount slightly until all food is eaten
before it hits bottom.
Additional answers from experienced teachers:
•

Conduct water changes with the X-large Siphon Kleen, which cleans your aquarium's gravel as it
conducts a water change. A lot of debris settles in the gravel and is difficult to eliminate, the
Siphon Kleen solves this problem. When using the Siphon Kleen for water changes, we clean
half of the aquarium's gravel; we leave the remaining half "un-siphoned" to ensure that "good"
bacteria remains established. If you do not have an X-large Siphon Kleen, it can be purchased at
your local pet store for approximately $15.
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•

I had the same issue with no nitrate last year and believe that a strong bacteria colony never
established itself in my aquarium. I set my aquarium up sooner this year and used gravel. I also
introduced water from another established aquarium. Additionally I put in a plant. I have very
low ammonia levels and undetectable nitrates. I have about 125-150 fish in the aquairum at this
point. I also keep my temps at 46 F and lowered my aquarium pH to 7 from 7.4. There are two
chemical forms of ammonia, ammonia and ammonium ion. The ammonia form is "favored" at
higher pH and is toxic. The ammonium form is favored at lower pH and is not toxic. I do not do
water changes at this point as I cannot do a large enough change to make much difference since I
have no way to pre-chill the change water. In my opinion a water change of 5 gallons has very
little effect on the aquarium since it is such a small % of the water. I'll have to sit down with the
math for the smaller changes, but to reduce the concentration of something in the aquarium by
1/2 say from 2 ppm to 1 ppm, you need to change 50% of the water. The next 50% change
reduces the level from 1 ppm to 1/2 ppm, etc. So far no changes of the water has been fine in my
aquarium. I would also think that significantly visible amounts of fish waste at this point would
be an indication of over feeding. I rarely saw much in the aquarium last year and see none
this year (although it is probably in the gravel).
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Trout
Q: Why are brook trout so delicate; why do we use brook trout?
A: We, PA Trout and PA Fish and Boat Commission chose to work with brook trout because it
allows for more connection to your local watersheds through the study of our “State Fish” and our
only native and wild trout in Pennsylvania. Brook trout eggs are much smaller and can tend to be
more fragile; however, remember that this is not a stocking program, but an educational program for
your students about coldwater conservation and the importance of clean water for everyone. What
impacts our watersheds ultimately impacts our communities.

Q: Can I mix species of trout?
A: No, the different trout species may not be compatible. The risk of cannibalism among young fish
(under ½ year of age) is greatly increased with species mixing.

Q: Some of my hatched trout are not eating - Some of my trout are deformed. Is this normal?
A: Yes. During the growth process, some fish will die. Some fish may survive initially only to die
later because they never begin to eat. Other fish will be deformed, and very often will also die as a
result of this. This is a natural part of fish reproduction. It is not normal, however, for very many or
most of the fish to die. If this is the case, there may be a problem with the tank environment.

Q: My fish have hatched, what should I do with the eggs?
A: The discarded egg shells will decompose naturally in time. If they appear to be hosting fungal
growth, they should be removed and disposed of. Just as with living eggs, they might turn opaque white,
or may take on a fuzzy appearance. If this is the case, please remove them.
Q: When should we release the trout out of the hatching basket?
A: It is generally agreed that trout should remain in the basket as long as possible, even after some
start to jump out on their own. Once the trout are all able to swim freely and are strong enough to
navigate the currents of the tank, you can release them into the aquarium. After the trout have been
actively feeding for a week or two, they should be nearly strong enough.

Q: How do I let the trout out of the basket when it is time?
A: You can gently remove the basket from the sides of the tank and slowly lower it to the bottom of
the tank. You can let the trout swim out from here. Some trout to remain in the protection of the
basket for a few days. Please make sure that the basket is empty before removing it from the tank.
(back to table of contents)
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Q: My alevin are very active, and are pushing other fish into the corners of the basket. What
does this behavior suggest? Should I be feeding these fish more?

A: This type of activity is normal in trout. In this stage, young trout prefer dark corners. It may
be helpful to put some screen material over the basket to reduce the amount of light these
fish are exposed to. UV light can be harmful to eggs and alevin. Fish at this age do not need
food at all. When beginning to feed, at the end of the alevin stage, please start with small amounts.

Q: How much and when do I feed my trout?
A: Read through the Trout Care portion on page of the Trout Care manual for feeding instructions
and keep in mind the following:
•
•
•

DO NOT begin feeding size 1 food until your trout about 1 inch in length. Mix 50% of
your size 0 food and 50% of your size 1 food during feedings until it is all used up. This
will allow the trout that are not quite 1 inch to continue feeding.
If you notice food falling to the bottom of your aquarium, you are feeding too much.
This extra food will float to the bottom and will eventually cause ammonia spikes. Just
cut back a little on the amount of food if your trout are not eating it all.
Do not begin feeding size 2 until your trout reach about 1.5-2 inches. Then begin mixing
50% size 1 and 50% size 2 per feeding to use up all of your size 1 food.

* Keep in mind that feeding amounts depend on your individual aquarium environments. No one
will be feeding exactly the same amount of food to their trout.
* The information we provided you with are guidelines for you to follow, but not set amounts,
understanding that everyone will have their aquariums at slightly different temperatures. The
temperature of your water will determine the amount of food your trout will eat (55-60 degrees
Fahrenheit = your trout will feed more and create more waste = more water changes vs. 50-53
degrees Fahrenheit = your trout will feed less and create less waste = same water changes you
have already been doing)

Q: How many viable eggs should I have on the day of egg arrival?
A: If you have under 120 viable trout eggs upon arrival you need to contact the Pennsylvania Fish
and Boat Commission immediately (814)359-5127 or ra-troutclass@state.pa.us
Death rates are different from one stage to the next. With eyed eggs, a higher survival rate is
expected. The loss of most of your eyed eggs does suggest a problem. As the fish hatch, and age
further, survival rates should improve. By the time fish are free swimming and have learned to
eat, death should be an uncommon event. Losing many free swimming fish, above all else, is a
sign that the tank environment is not healthy. As they grow, fish produce more waste, so
cleaning and water changes may be needed more often.
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Trout mortality is a natural cycle within all watersheds, including your “mini-coldwater
ecosystems”. When you receive 200-300 eggs, ultimately you will end up with an ending
number of 25-100 trout when you release them. This is dependent upon your water quality,
temperature, cleaning and care of your trout while they are with you.

Q: My sac-fry are lying on their side and not moving, are they dead?
A: You may notice that your trout are relatively immobile or "still." This is nothing to be concerned
about. After hatching, the alevin or sac-fry will lay relatively motionless. It takes approximately
28 days from their hatch date to fully consume their yolk and swim up to be fed. Accordingly,
most of your sac fry are going to be fairly immobile given that they just hatched. In a few days,
they will become more active. When this happens it will be easier to determine which trout are
dead.

Q: I had a huge die-off, why?
A: Could be a variety of reasons:
Death is a natural part of fish development. Everyone should expect to lose eggs and fish. The
exact survival rate is highly variable and based on many factors. A sudden spike in mortality can
indicate a aquarium/water quality problem. It is also worth noting that there are two naturally
high-mortality periods, first during the egg stage and then again when the trout first learn to feed.
Some fish never learn to feed and simply starve.
Comments from teachers who have experienced large trout die-offs:
•

•
•

Last year’s experience has taught me that the "Buttoning Up" stage is a very critical and
many fry have some type of deformity or struggle to get food (if they can find it). It
sounds like you have had some type of starvation for whatever reason. The stage that the
fry are at is a huge hurdle for them.
Last year, we noticed that the mortality rate dropped dramatically after the fry buttoned
up and began feeding. But there is so much that could go wrong up to this stage it is a
wonder that any make it.
We have lost a few as well here in the office aquarium. Don’t be too alarmed, especially
if your water quality is still doing well. It may be time to spread them out a bit by
releasing them into your aquarium.

If a few died over the weekend in the basket, the white fungus could have spread to a few others
that were weak. I have had several conversations with a few other teachers about when to drop
them out of the basket and feeding. You may, if you would like, dump them out of the basket so
they will be in the gravel. This will give them more room to begin their swim up stage.
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Q: What if I come in and many of the trout have died? What do I do?
A:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Remove healthy fish first by putting them into in a reserve water bucket with the emergency
ice blocks, no matter its temperature.
Put a battery-operated aerator or tank’s air stone in the bucket.
Add Stress Zyme to the bucket—follow package instructions.
Remove as much water from the tank as possible (80%).
Leave filter intake covered.
Clean tank with clean scrub sponge and gravel cleaner. Remove as much crud as possible.
Refill tank with any water available (if using chlorinated tap, use a de-chlorinating product).
Cool water with ice or freeze packs.
Drain the filter, clean the filter media and replace at least one charcoal filter.
Add BioZyme, Stress Zyme, Tap Safe, etc. if on hand, or as soon as possible.
Replace fish in tank.
The next day, add more Stress Zyme.

Q: What do I do with my eggs or fish in an emergency?
A: In an emergency,
Eggs:
They can be preserved by placing the hatching basket in a container of water and putting that in a
cooler, in a cool dark place, with an ice pack and thermometer. Careful regulation and the right
amount of ice should make it possible to keep the eggs around 50 degrees. Do not add ice to the
eggs directly; apply to the outside of the egg container. Ice water may be dirty, and the rapid
melting from immersion would cause sudden temperature changes that might do more harm than
good.
Fry/fingerlings:
The only option in an emergency is to add ice to the aquarium. The best way to do this is to
freeze large plastic containers of water, such as soda bottles with the labels removed, and add
them to the aquarium. When creating these, do not fill them to the top as the ice that forms takes
up more space than the liquid. Clean ice packs can also work, or sealed plastic bags of regular
ice. It is possible to regulate temperature by adding or taking away ice in this way. Do not add
regular tap water ice cubes directly to the aquarium unless there is no other option--this ice likely
has chlorine in it, which can harm the fish. Some teachers create aquarium-water ice cubes, in
anticipation of an emergency.
A 5 gallon bucket would be a good choice for holding fish in an emergency, if there is a problem
with the aquarium.
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It is best to prevent any such problems and carefully maintain the aquarium environment. The
priority in an emergency is getting the aquarium environment back to normal, no emergency
procedure can replace the stability of a working aquarium.

Q: How can I inform custodians, or other teachers, about what to do if there is an emergency
while I am away?

A: It is a good idea to give custodians some basic information about the requirements of your
aquarium. For example, it is important that custodians know that your aquarium always needs
electricity. It would be most helpful to place a sheet of paper (in a visible location) describing
emergency procedures. This might include contact numbers, and basic advice on what to do to
stabilize the aquarium if there is a chiller failure, leak, or power outage. You might want to
prepare a frozen soda bottle of water to use in a chiller emergency, and then include the location
of this ice and how to use it in your emergency procedure sheet. An example is below:
Aquarium Emergency Procedure:
In the event of a power outage, leak, or refrigeration system failure, or any other aquairum
problem, please contact me:______________________
Phone number:___________________
If you cannot reach me, please try calling:
Contact:__________________
Phone number:___________________
In the event of a power outage: The trout in this aquarium need cold water to survive, and the
chiller next to/under the aquarium maintains their temperature. If possible, the electricity to this
aquarium should be turned on again. If the electricity must be off because of maintenance or
construction for more than a few hours, please contact me as soon as possible. If I cannot be
contacted in time, please place the frozen soda bottle of ice, located ____________
_______________, in the tank to help keep it cool. Even with the ice, the
tank needs electricity as soon as possible.
In the event of a serious leak: A serious leak can be stopped by turning off all electrical parts of
the aquarium system, or unplugging them. Any leaking tubes should be placed back in the
aquarium or in a bucket. After all the water is cleaned up, the source of the leak can be fixed.
This will probably be loose tubes or tubes which fell out of the tank. If there are more than 4
inches of water left in the aquarium, the fish can survive. Please do not add any water to the
aquarium if this is the case. Lots of tap water, or water that is too warm, can kill the trout. If
there is very little water in the aquarium, please add only enough cold tap water to let the pump
work again. If the leak is fixed, please turn on all devices before you leave.

Q: I have a trout whose eyes are popping out and appears to have internal hemorrhaging.
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A: It was smart to remove the “infected” trout, continue to do so if the problem continues.
Obviously, the symptoms you described are not normal. Bulging eyes are usually known as "Popeye,” which is not an actual disease, but rather a symptom of something wrong either internally with
the fish or its environment. The fluid accumulation behind their eyes may be the result of many
different things such as infection from bacteria, internal disorders (tumors, gas bubble disease, etc.),
or water quality problems. However, most often pop-eye occurs when trout are handled regularly
and/or drastic changes in water quality or temperature occur.
We recommend the following:
1. Checking all of your water quality parameters (*sample from near bottom of tank); visit the
chemistry department, they should be able to give you the equipment or instructions for
testing dissolved oxygen
•

You want low ammonia and nitrite levels. Your PH should be consistent.

•

Increased levels of nitrogen can cause gas bubble disease. Pop-eye can occur
when nitrogen gets into the trout blood stream. A clue of this may be bubbles on
the surface of the aquarium water. Increased nitrogen levels can result from water
being heated, being pumped under pressure, or taken directly from a well when
there is no aeration.

2. Increase your dissolved oxygen levels by rearranging your filter outtake so it “waterfalls”
into your aquarium
•

Increasing aeration on the surface of the aquarium water will rid the surface of
nitrogen; it should also eliminate D.O. as the problem or possible problem

3. Conduct daily water changes (at least 30 to 40% depending on your water quality readings)
and do gravel vacuuming as well (*if not at the same time using the Siphon Kleen)
•

Water changes not only remove excess pollutants but also lessen the amount of “bad”
bacteria in the water, boosting a trout’s immune system

4. Note any additional strange behavior by your trout and continue to remove any trout
exhibiting the symptoms.
The above information was collected from: http://en.allexperts.com/q/Freshwater-Aquarium.
Also, check out this article that was a link on the website: http://flippersandfins.net/popeye.htm.
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Q: When do I release my trout?
A: Your trout release date is determined by the size of your trout, the average size of released
fingerlings is 1 ½ to 2 ½ inches. It is also determined by the transportation funding you have and the
availability of a substitute teacher (if you need one). Most TIC classrooms release their trout in April
and May.

Q: How do I plan a release/what should I do on my release day?
A: All teachers plan their own release day, often with the help of their partnering organization.

Many
teachers have their students conduct a stream study on their release stream before releasing the trout.
The release day is your opportunity to creatively incorporate hands-on, out-of-the-class education,
public awareness, community projects, and a sense of interconnectedness into your curriculum. Some
teachers involve other agencies on the release day (e.g. DCNR forestry or watershed education program;
Trout Unlimited casting or fishing clinic). If your partnering organization(s) is unwilling to participate
in your release you can pursue other routes, for example, someone from a local fly fishing or outdoor
business may be willing to come and do a presentation about fishing or outdoor survival. Maybe a local
watershed association representative or retired science professor or teacher would be willing to
participate.
If you are a TIC teacher you should sign up on the TIC yahoo group teacher forum: (This is a forum that
allows teachers the opportunity to network, ask questions and share good news with TIC teachers
statewide. You can even share lesson plans, photos, websites that you create etc.) You may be able to
get some ideas from other teachers.
1. Go to www.yahoo.com
2. Once there, scroll down on the left side to “Yahoo groups”
3. Click on “yahoo groups”
4. On this page type in Trout In the Classroom in the provided box
5. Once there click on join now (provide the necessary information)
Q: Our trout have small white dots on their belly. One individual speculated that it may be ich.
Is that possible? If so, what do you recommend to treat it? Also, I have had a few fish turn a
darker body color, and then die a week or two later. Any guesses as to what is going on?

A: According to the description of your trout, Ich may be a possibility. However, there are other factors
to consider. Either way, a bacterial/parasitic infection is most likely developing in your aquarium.
First you need to answer the following question to properly diagnose your trout health.
1. What is the trout's behavior? Is it doing anything significantly different than the other trout?
2. Have more trout become "infected"?
3. What are your water quality readings? Have you had any drastic changes in temperature,
ammonia, nitrate, nitrite, and/or pH in the past couple weeks?
4. Have you drastically changed your feeding schedule in the past couple weeks?
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The answer to these questions will help you care for your trout appropriately. You
should conduct a static salt bath.
Search for images of trout with Ich. Compare the images with what you're seeing in your aquarium and
draw any conclusions.
Here is some further information on ich:
What is Ich?
Ich (ick) is the most common disease of all freshwater and marine aquarium fish. Anyone that keeps fish
for any period of time will eventually have fish that develop ich. Ich is a protozoan disease that is often
called 'white spot disease.' The scientific name for the disease is ichthyophthiriasis and the causative
agent is Ichthyophthirius multifiliis. It is wide spread in all freshwater fish but appears to be more
common in aquarium fish, possibly due to the closer contact and stress involved with aquarium species.
Why fish get Ich?
Ich is so widespread that many experts feel that it is present in the environment of most aquariums,
especially in larger holding tanks, rearing ponds of breeders, collectors, and wholesalers. In fact, just
about every aquarium fish will come into contact with this protozoan at several times in its life. Because
it is so widespread, most fish have developed a good immune response against the disease to allow them
to fight off the protozoan infection before it ever causes any symptoms. Captive fish that develop ich
usually get the disease when their immune systems are not functioning as well as they should be because
of stress. We know that stress lowers the immune response and when fish are stressed that is when ich is
most prevalent.
The Ich parasite can be introduced by new arrivals of fish, or be dormant in the aquarium itself. Healthy
fish can live with a balanced host–parasite relationship for a long time. The healthier the fish the more
difficult it becomes for the parasite to re-produce, which in turn keeps their population under control.
The unexpected appearance of Ich without new arrivals is usually caused by deteriorating water
parameters which weaken the fish’s immune system. Excess nutrients, nitrates, fluctuating pH,
ammonia, low dissolved oxygen content and other stress causing factors will lower the fish’s’ immune
system and may lead to an outbreak which could have been avoided by good aquarium maintenance.
Nevertheless the parasite has to be present in order for the disease to break out.
Identifying Ich
Symptoms of Ich include the well know ‘salt grain like’ white spots. As the infection spreads other
common symptoms are rubbing against decorations, breathing difficulties, loss of appetite and increased
mucus layer (washed off slime coat), cloudy eyes, frayed fins, and abnormal swimming behavior. The
disease may then cause respiratory distress, severe agitation, loss of appetite, and eventually death.
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(The majority of the above information was found on: http://www.algone.com/ich.php;
http://peteducation.com/article.cfm?c=16+2160&aid=2421)
Treatment STATIC SALT BATH (whether Ich or stressed fish)
We recommend that you give your trout and aquarium a static salt bath. The instructions are below.
Something as simple as a salt bath often eliminates infections and/or parasites in an aquarium.
Instructions:
1. Make sure you remove the dead trout ASAP. Any of the fungus growing on the dead fish
will spread quickly to your other trout in the aquarium.
2. Make a “static salt bath treatment”: This salt bath will help get rid of the bacterial
problem and is used as an osmoregulatory (osmosis balancing of your trout) aid to relieve
stress of your trout. This is a very simple process and the recipe is as follows:
a. For your water change: mix 4 lbs of salt (it would be best to use water softner
salt; can be purchased in 25 lb or 40 lb bags at WalMart for between 5.00 and
10.00) in with your 5 gallon bucket of water. Stir until dissolved.
b. Then add the dissolved salt and water solution to your aquarium as you would
with a regular water change.
c. Allow this to stay in the aquarium for approximately 65 hours.
d.

Depending on your results, do another REGULAR water change. If your trout
have not improved make sure you have marked down any changes and
perform another water change using the salt bath solution.
Q: Can I change the stream into which I release my trout?

A: No, you cannot change your release site.

When you register for the next TIC school year, you may
pick a release stream that may be more idea, but it must be a PFBC approved stream.
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Chapter 9:
Extras
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Extras
Egg baskets
Egg baskets:
While using a commercially available egg basket is fine, you may find that their overall size and shape is both
too small and too cumbersome when it comes to removing dead eggs.
Egg basket; White buckets (provided by a teacher from East Stroudsburg High School) (FOR EGGS):

1. Purchase small white buckets that will fit into your aquarium.
2. Punch holes in the sides and bottom. Make sure the holes in the bottom of the bucket are not larger than
your eggs. When you punch the holes, punch them using nails from the inside of the bucket out,
especially on the bottom. You could also use a small drill bit to create the holes.
3. Attach foam to the outside of the bucket using aquarium sealant. Let dry at least 48 hours. The buckets
should float when they are done.
The buckets allow those cleaning the aquarium to pick out the eggs with ease. Keep eggs in the buckets
until they hatch into sac fry. Once they hatch into sac fry, place them into the “floating net breeder”.
Directions for this net breeder follow.
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Egg baskets
continued…
Floating net breeder: Rubbermaid box (provided by a teacher from East Stroudsburg High School)
(FOR EGGS – SACFRY):

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Take an appropriate sized Rubbermaid box and cut the sides out.
Place some nylon window screening over them using aquarium sealant.
Cut some foam to fit the sides and corners of your box.
Attach the foam to the box using aquarium sealant.
The box was used two weeks after the trout hatched.

Office style “in-box” (FOR EGGS – SAC FRY):
1. Attach nylon window screening (using aquarium sealant) to the bottom so the fry do not escape.
If space permits, it would be fine to install two of the baskets in your aquarium. This is one case where
more is better.
2. The basket can be attached to the aquarium in any manner that will work for you –sometimes something
as simple as bent large paperclips will do the trick –as long as the eggs themselves are at least 4”beneath
the surface.
The advantages of these baskets include:
• Reduced possibility of contamination because the eggs have more space, meaning
less contact with any diseased eggs.
• Easier access to diseased eggs with less potential movement of the “good” eggs
• Better water flow around the eggs to promote better hatching rates
• Another chance for the students to start getting involved with the aquarium by
making a “home” for the eggs.
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Extras
Decorating your aquarium
Now for the great debate on how your aquarium should look. In nature, trout live in streams that have rocks,
plants, and sunken tree branches. Why not make your aquarium resemble nature? In addition to benefiting the
aquarium (which we discuss in a moment), this will also provide your students with an opportunity to
investigate natural trout habitat and reproduce it in your aquarium vs. a sterile looking aquarium.
You have already placed gravel in the bottom of the aquarium to resemble a streambed, so let’s complete the
picture.
Plants
ONLY ONE plant that is native that you can use: Watercress
While the water returning from the filter/chiller and airstone provides some opportunity to re-oxygenate the
water, plants are submerged oxygenaters. Additionally, they are another biological filtering agent. The easiest
way to introduce plants into your aquarium is to fill a clean 4”tall clay pot with pea gravel and insert the plant
directly into the gravel. Two pots of plants are sufficient. A recommended aquatic plant is Anacharis, which can
be found in most pet stores or pond supply places. It is an inexpensive plant and easy to obtain.
* If you buy the plants from a pet store, make sure the plants are in a “Plant Only” aquarium to reduce the
possibility of introducing a disease from aquarium fish into your aquarium.
Driftwood
The introduction of driftwood into an aquarium will add a more natural look to your aquarium, as well as
introduce yet another biological home for bacteria. However, you can’t just pick up a piece of wood and place it
in your aquarium. Find an interesting piece of barkless wood, not too large or too small, from a stream and boil
it for about 1 hour to kill any bacteria. Let it air dry in the sun for a couple of days. It will probably float
initially when you put it in the aquarium so use aquarium sealant to adhere it to a rock and let it cure for 48
hours before you place it in the aquarium.
* Please understand that, while the introduction of plants and driftwood will increase cleaning time slightly, the
value of your students seeing trout in a more natural habitat greatly outweighs the additional time to clean
around the plants and wood.
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